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Summary
The Solvency and Financial Condition Report (SFCR) of Credendo - Excess & Surety (hereafter
‘Credendo XS’ or the ‘Company’) has been prepared according to the requirements of the Solvency II
legislation as laid down in the Commission Delegated Regulation 2015/35 and the Belgian Law on the
Statute and Supervision of Insurance and Reinsurance Undertakings of 13 March 2016. The SFCR
follows the structure as set out in Annex XX of the Commission Delegated Regulation 2015/35 and
discloses the narrative and quantitative information referred to in Articles 292 to 298 of that
Regulation.
Credendo – Excess & Surety (member of the Credendo group) is an insurance company established
in Belgium. The Company specializes in highly customized underwriting for short-term credit risks in
West European countries. Credendo XS is licensed as an insurance company for the following
classes: branch 14 (credit insurance), branch 15 (bonding/surety) and branch 16 (miscellaneous
pecuniary losses insurance). The company offers its services to B2B clients within the European
Union and insures clients for non-payment risk on their debtors worldwide. In the surety business,
Credendo XS provides compensation to the beneficiary if the Credendo XS bonding customer fails to
perform a contractual or legal obligation towards this beneficiary.

The Company has established branches in Luxemburg, Italy, Spain, France, Germany, the
Netherlands and Poland. The branch in United Kingdom was closed end of 2018. The underwriting
result (under IFRS) for 2018 amounts to EUR 2.5 million compared to a prior year loss of EUR 0.8
million. The financial result for 2018 amounts to EUR 1 million compared to EUR 0.2 million for 2017.
There were no significant business or other events with material impact on the solvency and financial
condition that have occurred over the last reporting period.
The description of the Company’s system of governance at the end of 2018 includes:
– the structure of the Board of Directors and Executive Committee, providing a description of their
main roles and responsibilities and a brief description of the segregation of responsibilities
within these bodies, their committees, and the main roles and responsibilities of key functions
– its remuneration policy and practices
– material transactions during 2018 with shareholders, with persons who exercise a significant
influence on the Company, and with Board members – the ‘fit and proper’ policy of the
Company
– the risk management system and how the risk management system including the risk
management function is implemented and integrated into the organisational structure and
decision-making processes, and of how the own risk and solvency assessment is conducted
– how the Company's internal control system and other key control functions (compliance,
internal audit, actuarial) are implemented.
No area of Credendo XS’s governance system is assessed as ineffective or inadequate. If appropriate
(i.e. measures already initiated during the reporting period or nuanced assessment), measures
are/will be implemented under the supervision of the governing bodies of the Company.
Due to the nature of the Company’s business, the most material risk is non-life underwriting risk
followed by counterparty default risk (reinsurers and banks).
Credendo XS’s SII SCR capital adequacy ratio at the end of 2018 amounted to 139%. The ratio of
own funds to the Minimum Capital Requirement amounted to 543%. No volatility or matching
adjustment are used by the Company. No transitional measures and adjustments are used by the
Company.
The amount of the Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) equals to 19.1 M EUR. The eligible amount
of own funds to cover the SCR equals to 26.6 M EUR – 98,5% classified as Tier 1.
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The amount of the Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR) equals to 4.8 M EUR. The eligible amount of
basic own funds to cover the MCR equals to 25.9 M EUR – 100% classified as Tier 1.
Credendo XS has not experienced any non-compliance with either the Minimum Capital Requirement
or Solvency Capital Requirement during 2018 or previous reporting periods (since such calculations
have been made). According to its business plan, there is no reasonable foreseeable risk of noncompliance with the Minimum or Solvency Capital Requirement.
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A. Business and Performance
This Chapter describes the business and performance of Credendo – Excess & Surety (Credendo
XS) during 2018.

A.1. Business
This section describes the legal and organisational structure of Credendo — Excess & Surety
(hereafter Credendo XS) as well as its activities.
A.1.1. Structure
Credendo XS (or ‘the Company’) is a limited liability company incorporated and domiciled in Belgium.
The address of its registered office is: Avenue Roger Vandendriessche 18, 1150 Brussels. The
Company, formerly known as Trade Credit Re Insurance Company, was incorporated in 2004 with an
initial capital of EUR 20.092.800 Euro. The Company specializes in highly customized underwriting
for short-term credit risks in mostly West European countries and the issuance of sureties (bonds).. It
operates in Belgium and has branches in Spain, Luxemburg, The Netherlands, Poland, France,
Germany and Italy.
Credendo XS belongs to Credendo, which is the fourth largest European credit insurance group that
is present all over the continent and active in all segments of the credit insurance trade, providing a
range of products that cover risks worldwide. Credendo consists of Office National du Ducroire I
Nationale Delcrederedienst, known as Credendo – Export Credit Agency (Credendo ECA) and its five
subsidiaries.
Credendo Export Credit Agency heads Credendo and holds majority shares in its subsidiaries

Credendo XS’s shareholders1 are Credendo ECA and Immo Montoyer SA (1 share).2

Belgian State

100 %

Credendo ECA
100 %
1
2

More information on the shareholders to be found in chapter B.1.3.
Credendo ECA and Immo Montoyer are located at rue Montoyerstraat, 3, 1000 Brussels.
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100 % - 1 share

Immo Montoyer NV/SA

1 share
Credendo XS NV/SA

Credendo XS FR
Credendo XS DE
Credendo XS IT
Credendo XS LUX
Credendo XS PL
Credendo XS ES
Credendo XS NL

The company has established branches in Luxemburg, Italy, Spain, France, Germany, the
Netherlands and Poland. The UK branch is closed since end of 2018.
The National Bank of Belgium3 is responsible for financial supervision of Credendo XS.
PwC4 is external auditor.
A.1.2. Business Lines
Credendo XS is licensed as an insurance company for the following classes : branch 14 (credit
insurance), branch 15 (bonding/surety) and branch 16 (miscellaneous pecuniary losses insurance).
The company offers its services to B2B clients within the European Union and insures clients for nonpayment risk on their debtors worldwide and issues bonds for beneficiaries in the European Union.
Credendo XS is active in short-term credit insurance and insures the political and commercial credit
risks of current trade transactions.. The main products are the “Excess of Loss” and “Top Up Policy”,
Essentially, Credendo XS insures the risk related to non-payment of current trade transactions which
is caused by a problem with the debtor (insolvency or debtor default).
Since July 2016, Credendo XS is also active in the sureties/bonding business (branch 15). This
business was previously operated by Credendo STN: the remaining portfolio at Credendo STN has
been put in run-off.
The bonding activity consists of offering legal and contractual sureties through different distributions
channels: direct procurement, brokers and specialised MGA’s (Managing General Agencies). In 2018,
Credendo XS started up the collaboration with an MGA in Italy..
Credendo has also launched in 2018 a new surety bond product, the Credendo Surety Booster. This
online platform makes it easier for brokers and customers to apply for surety bonds and ensures that
they receive a quick answer. The portal was launched in Germany and Italy and is due to be rolled out
in other countries in 2019, starting with Belgium.
Prudentieel beleid en financiële stabiliteit, Nationale Bank van België n.v., de Berlaimontlaan 14, B-1000 Brussels T: +32 (0)2 2213502, F: +32 (0)2 2213104.
PwCBedrijfsrevisoren cvba, burgerlijke vennootschap met handelsvorm - PwC Reviseurs d'Entreprises scrl, société civile à forme commerciale – Financial Assurance
Services, Maatschappelijke zetel/Sièqe social: Woluwe Garden, Woluwedal 18, B-1932 Sint-Stevens-Woluwe T: +32 (0)2 7104211, F: +32 (0)2 7104299.
3
4
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As can be seen from the table in Annex II, Credendo XS is exclusively active in credit and suretyship.
The table in Annex III comprises the premiums, claims and expenses by country. Clearly, Credendo
XS writes almost all its business in its home country Belgium and the countries where it has
established a branch.

A.2. Underwriting Performance
Credendo XS’s underwriting performance in credit & suretyship over 2018 has been the following –
data refer to the International Financial Accounting Standards (IFRS):

Table: Performance of underwriting activities 2018 (‘000 EUR)

2018
Gross written insurance premium after rebates
Change in provision for unearned premium
Net exchange gains/(losses)
Gross earned insurance premium revenue
Insurance premium ceded to reinsurers
Net earned insurance premium revenue
Commissions from reinsurers
Other operating income
Total revenues
Insurance claims
Claims paid in the year
Change in provision for outstanding claims
Net exchange gains/(losses) from operating
activities
Insurance claims recovered from reinsurers
Net insurance claims

2017

37.093
-2.155
1
34.940
-27.609
7.330

-28.920
-792
90
-29.623
23.835
-5.787

9.906
520

-7.131
-362

17.756

-13.280

-8.154

10.268

-13.988

9.564

6.813

1.054

-979

-350

5.456
-2.698

-8.165
2.103

-3.903
-6.670

4.003
5.731

-4.518

3.859

0

0

Employee benefit expenses
Services and other goods
Broker fees
Commission to inward reinsurance
Administration costs
Depreciation and amortisation
Other operating expenses
Operating expenses (other than claims)

-2.152

1.871

-362
-1.608
-12.544

226
386
10.346

Total operating expenses

-15.242

12.449

2.515

-831

Profit / (loss) from operating activities
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A.3. Investment Performance
Table: Performance of investment activities 2018 (‘000 EUR)
Finance income and expense

Actual
31/12/2018

Actual
31/12/2017

-20

-55

2.364

93

2.345

38

-1.166

57

-181

146

-1.348

203

997

241

Finance income:
Cash and cash equivalents - interest income
Other financial income

Fair value gains/(losses) AFS - Recycled from OCI
Impairment losses on AFS
Income from financial investments - AFS
Net gains on financial investments - available-for-sale

Fair value gains/(losses) FVTPL
Net realised gains on sale of financial investments
Income from financial investments - FVTPL
Net gains on financial investments - Fair value through profit or loss

Interests on rescheduling agreements
Interest on loans and receivables
Dividends and interests
Exchange gains on financial assets (other than AFS and FVTPL)

Finance expense:
Exchange losses on financial assets (other than AFS and FVTPL)
Charges on financial investments
Financial charges and interest costs
Net finance cost

Net financial result

As the above data refer to IFRS Standards, unrealized losses on financial investments (i.e. the market
value at closing date is lower than acquisition value) are booked as losses if the impairment is
considered as ‘permanent’. same goes up for the unrealized gains.
Credendo XS holds currently no investments wherefore an unrealised nor realised loss was
accounted in 2018.
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Credendo XS holds no investments in tradable securities or other financial instruments based on
repackaged loans (i.e. securitisation).

A.4. Performance of other activities
There is no other material information regarding the performance of other activities held by
Credendo XS’s which should be included than the one already described.

A.5. Any other information
There is no other material information regarding Credendo XS’s business and performance which
should be included than the one already described.
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B. System of Governance
This chapter contains a description of the system of governance of Credendo XS.

B.1.

General information on the system of governance

B.1.1. Corporate bodies
a) Board of Directors
In addition to the powers granted to the Board of Directors by law and by the Articles of Association of
the Company, the Board of Directors is responsible for determining, deciding and evaluating on a
regular basis the general strategy and objectives of the Company and supervising the adequate
achievement of the strategy.
The Board is responsible to determine, decide and evaluate on a regular basis the organisational and
operational structure of the Company, aimed at supporting its strategic objectives and operations, and
validate the policies regarding governance sensu stricto as well as the prudential and financial
reporting to the competent supervisory authorities.
With respect to risk management, the Board is responsible for setting the overall risk appetite and
overall risk tolerance of the Company, and for approving the general policy and principles on risk
management, drawing the framework wherein the Company is willing to accept and retain risks and/or
should avoid and transfer risks.
In that respect, the Board will also approve any periodic revision of the main strategies and policies in
terms of risk management, and ensure that such strategic decisions and policies are consistent with
the structure, size and the specificities of the Company.
In its supervising role, the Board of Directors ensures that an Executive Committee is established
which is responsible for the day-to-day management and effective governance of the Company in
accordance with the general policy lines and strategy laid down by the Board, and monitors its
performance. Further, it will evaluate and approve the financial objectives as well as the operational
and financial plan (the business plan) as prepared by the Executive Committee and review and
evaluate the performance of the Company in light of the proposed financial objectives and business
plans.
The Board of Directors can perform all necessary actions (except for the actions that are reserved by
law and by the Articles of Association to the General Meeting of Shareholders) to accomplish the
company objectives, especially with reference to the assessment of the general strategy of the
Company and the supervision of the Executive Committee, in charge of the day-to-day management
of the Company.
The Board of Directors is examining the financial reporting process, the audit process, the system of
internal controls and compliance with laws and regulators on the following domains:
b) overseeing the integrity and accurateness of the financial reporting process;
c) tracking the Internal Audit activities, such as endorsing the audit plan and the resources deployed,
taking note of activity reports and audit reports, ensuring that the Executive Committee takes
appropriate steps to close the gaps that the Internal Auditor has noted;
d) overseeing the Statutory Audit of the annual accounts;
e) appointing and reappointing of the Statutory Auditor, his independence and his fees, especially
with respect to ancillary services rendered;
f) approval of non-audit services rendered by the Statutory Auditor;
g) examining whether the Company has suitable internal control mechanisms and risk management;
h) keeping itself informed on the legal, regulatory and statutory rights and obligations and examining
whether these are adhered to by the Company and its staff;
i) examining the adequacy of the organization, available resources and competences for identifying,
measuring, managing and reporting the material risks to which Credendo XS is exposed and on
the appropriateness of the procedure for monitoring the risks taking the challenges to the
8

j)

Company in its activity and especially the divisions between executive and control functions into
account;
Examining the strategic decisions on underwriting insurance liabilities, constituting technical
provisions, and on determining risk transfer by reinsurance, the investment policy, the assetliability management and liquidity management, take account of the risks to which the Company is
exposed, given its business model and strategy vis-à-vis risks, especially reputation risk
stemming from the product offering.

The Board ensures that the effectiveness of the system of governance and the performance of the
internal control functions is subject to an internal review at least once a year, and that the Executive
Committee acts appropriately to handle any shortcomings which were identified.
The Board evaluates the general principles of the remuneration policy at least once a year to ensure it
remains appropriate during changes to the company’s operations or business environment.
The Board either examines proposals to be taken by the Board itself (for the remuneration of the
members of the Executive Committee or the general remuneration policy for the staff of the Company)
or for decisions which need to be placed on the agenda of the General Shareholders Meeting (for the
remuneration of the members of the Board).
The task includes, but is not limited to the following domains:
a) designing of the Company’s overall remuneration policy;
b) making proposals regarding the remuneration of staff members, as defined in the remuneration
policy;
c) deciding regarding fixed and flexible remuneration and incentives, which are to be decided by the
Board;
d) reviewing the remuneration policy regularly to ensure it remains appropriate during changes to the
undertaking’s operations or business environment;
e) identifying potential conflicts of interest and the steps taken to address them;
f) examining the performance of the remuneration policy.
The Board of Directors will assume all responsibilities of the Remuneration Committee, the Risk
Committee and of the Audit committee, for which the principles are laid down in the specific charters.
On basis of art. 52 §1 of the Law of 13 march 2016 on the legal status and the supervision of the
insurance and reinsurance companies, Credendo XS was exempted from the duty of installing a
Remuneration Committee, a Risk Committee and an Audit Committee. (criteria A and criteria C are
fulfilled for Credendo XS)

b) Executive Committee
In general, the Executive Committee is responsible for the effective day-to-day management of the
Company, including the implementation and elaboration of the strategy established by the Board of
Directors, taking into account the risk tolerance limits established by the Board.
The Executive Committee reports to the Board of Directors all relevant information and data in order
to enable the Board to monitor the activities of the Company and to take substantiated decisions.
Further, the Executive Committee is responsible for the implementation of the risk management
system. This includes translating the risk appetite framework and general policy on risk management
established by the Board of Directors into more detailed policies, procedures and guidelines, execute
the necessary measures to manage and mitigate the risks, ensure that all relevant risks to which the
Company is exposed are identified, measured, appropriately managed, monitored and reported, and
monitor the development of the risk profile of the Company and the risk management system.
Finally, the Executive Committee is also responsible for the implementation, follow-up and
assessment of the organizational and operational structure of the Company, to ensure uniformity with
the risk management and risk appetite framework established by the Board of Directors. For that
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purpose, it will set up appropriate internal control mechanisms at all levels of the Company and
assess the adequacy of these mechanisms.
c) Other relevant committees
The Executive Committee set up for certain tasks, three specialised committees: a Credit Committee,
a Surety Committee and a Claims Committee.
The Credit Committee approbates all proposals, coming from HQ or from the branches, for issuance
or renewal of policies. No delegation of power exists. In some cases, the Executive Committee takes
the final decision. One member of the Executive Committee is a permanent member .Rules are
defined in the Underwriting guidelines.
The Surety Committee approbates all proposals, coming from HQ or from the branches, for issuance
or renewal of contracts and bonds. The decisions are taken in accordance with the standard rules as
determined by the Surety guidelines, given instructions, and reinsurance conditions. Any deviation from
these standard rules and guidelines needs to be presented to the Executive Committee. One member
of the Executive Committee is a permanent member. Rules are defined in the Underwriting guidelines
for sureties.
The Claims Committee is entrusted with the analysis and decision taking concerning all loss threats,
claims, payment of claims and provisioning weather they are claims coming from HQ or from the
branches. . The primary objective of the Claims Committee reports is to challenge and validate
provisions for reported large losses and impairment of outstanding claims. All decisions concerning
acceptance of loss threats and claims, refusals, payment of claims, and reserving care decided by the
claims committee.
The Claims Committee of Credendo XS reunites on weekly basis and the rules concerning
compositions, rules, quorum and power of decision are set-up in the claims committee guidelines. At
least two members of the claims committee must be present and one of the compulsory members
(claims manager or a member of the executive committee) must be present.
B.1.2. Remuneration
Credendo XS aims to attract, motivate and retain the best resources capable of achieving the
company mission in adherence to the group values. Effective compensation strategies represent a
key driver to positively reinforce employee commitment, engagement and alignment with
organisational goals.
The remuneration strategy is designed to reward competitively the achievement of long-term
sustainable performance, attract, and motivate the staff members who are committed to maintaining a
long-term career with Credendo. This means that the members of the Executive Committee, the
country managers and all other staff are entitled to a fair remuneration. Non-executive directors
receive solely a fixed emolument for each meeting attended.
The total compensation approach provides for a balanced package of fixed and variable components,
each designed to impact in a specific manner the motivation and retention of staff members, in line
with relevant market’s competitive levels.
The total remuneration components are:
– Base (fixed) salary;
– Variable remuneration;
– Other benefits;
– Severance payments, where applicable.
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The allocation of stock options or other share programs are not used in any form as an element or
part of the remuneration package.
> The base (fixed) salary is mainly determined based on the function of the employee, including
responsibility and job complexity. The purpose of the base salary is to attract and retain staff
members by paying market competitive pay for the role, skills and experience.
> Variable remuneration is defined as the remuneration not arising from the base (fixed) salary, but
being paid provided some criteria are met. Variable remuneration may be either contractual or not
contractual. The components of the remuneration scheme are balanced so that the fixed
component represents a sufficiently high proportion of the total remuneration to avoid staff being
overly dependent on the variable components and to allow the entity to operate a fully flexible
bonus policy, including the possibility of paying no variable component.
Therefore, the bonus is capped by a well-defined maximum value and that maximum value should
not represent more than 25 % of the fixed annual remuneration. Only exceptionally, this can be
higher, based on the local practices.
The variable remuneration system rests on basic principles aimed at reaching a threefold
objective:
– to enhance the motivation of the beneficiaries;
– to stick to good governance principles;
– to favor consistency and administrative simplification.
The calculation of the bonus rests on well-defined criteria, combining quantitative and qualitative
objectives. In general terms, the criteria are long-term criteria, focusing the energies in the right
direction and avoiding distortion of financial results based on short-term interests, which can prove
to be detrimental to the long-term development of the Company.
Where variable remuneration is performance-related, the total amount of the variable remuneration
is based on a combination of the assessment of the performance of the individual, of the business
unit or branch concerned and of the overall result of the Company.
With respect to the assessment of the performance of the individual, it is based on a balanced set
of indicators, which also include adherence to effective risk management and compliance.
Financial and non-financial criteria shall be taken into account when assessing an individual's
performance.
Consequently, the variable remuneration of the members of the Executive Committee and of
country managers is the result of a combination between quantitative (growth and result criteria)
and qualitative (achievement of objectives and transparency in management towards the Board or
Executive Committee) criteria.
The variable remuneration of other staff is based on individual targets. The Executive Committee
sets the individual targets criteria for each staff member.
The variable part of remuneration of staff engaged in the internal control functions, if any, is
independent from the performance of the operational units and areas that are submitted to their
control.
> Other benefits are awarded based on individual contracts and local market practice and
regulation. For example this can include meal vouchers, provisions of extra-legal pensions,
medical insurance and ambulant care, invalidity insurance, … When welfare benefits are granted,
they are supplementary to social security plans and are intended to provide substantial guarantees
for the well-being of staff and their family members during their active career as well as their
retirement.
11

> Severance payments are payable in accordance with relevant local legislation and applicable
collective agreements. Severance pay will constitute an appropriate compensation for early
termination, according to the applicable local legislation and collective bargaining agreements.
B.1.3. Shareholdership
The Company’s shareholders to date are:
> DelcredereIDucroire (hereafter also referred to as Credendo ECA) holding 197.643 shares (100
% - 1 share).
Credendo ECA is the Belgian Export Credit Agency created under the law of August 31, 1939
and performs its activities of export credit insurance, limited to the cover of mid- and long-term
transactions, with the guarantee of the Belgian State.
> Immo Montoyer NV/SA holding 1 share.
Immo Montoyer is a real estate company which manages Credendo's Brussels real estate, i.e.
the building located at rue Montoyerstraat, 3, 1000 Brussels.

Belgian State

100 %

Credendo ECA
100 %

100 % - 1 share

Immo Montoyer NV/SA

1 share
Credendo XS NV/SA

Credendo XS FR
Credendo XS DE
Credendo XS IT
Credendo XS LUX
Credendo XS PL
Credendo XS ES
Credendo XS NL
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The company has established branches in Luxemburg, Italy, Spain, France, Germany, the
Netherlands and Poland. The branch in the United Kingdom was closed end of 2018.
There were no material transactions during the reporting period (2018) with shareholders and with
persons who exercise a significant influence on the undertaking.
B.1.4. Material transactions with AMSB members
There were no material transactions during the reporting period (2018) with members of the
administrative, management or supervisory body.

B.2.

Fit and proper requirements

a) Policy
The Fit and Proper policy ensures that all persons who effectively run the Company or have other key
functions at all times fulfil the following requirements:
> their professional qualifications, knowledge and experience are adequate to enable sound and
prudent management (fit); and
> they are of good repute and integrity (proper).
The Company’s policy confirms the strategy to select and evaluate the suitability of the executive and
non-executive directors, the country managers and the internal control function holders in order to
ensure an appropriate oversight over the activities of the Company, including its risk-taking decisions
and to comply with the corporate values and long-term interests of the Company.
Because of the different responsibilities of the mandates and positions that fall under the scope of this
policy, specific requirements are applicable to the professional and personal abilities that are needed.
The detailed objectives, expected results and positioning, as well as the required skills and
competences (fitness) are described in the different job descriptions that are drawn up for each of
those mandates and positions, taking into account the aforementioned principles.
Regarding the professional integrity (“properness”), all positions under the scope of the Fit & Proper
policy are required to be professionally honourable and of a good reputation. A person is considered
professionally honourable (proper) if there is no evidence to the contrary or reasonable doubt about
that person’s good reputation.
A recruitment policy at group level regarding the suitability of the members of the Board, the members
of the Executive Committee as well as of the internal control function holders and country managers
provides a framework methodology aimed at determining the skills and competencies of the
members.
b) Implementation process
The shareholder of the Company nominates the persons that are eligible for an appointment as
member of the Board of Directors. The internal control function holders and the country managers are
nominated by the Executive Committee in consultation with the Chairman of the Board of Directors.
The Company assesses the expertise and professional integrity of the aforementioned persons prior
to their appointment according to the principles set out in the fit & proper policy, and will carry out a
“due diligence” investigation, the specific level of which depends upon the planned position or
mandate.
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The selection interviews are carried out by a person mandated by the shareholder of the Company
and/or by the responsible from the Human Resources department, based on the procedures and
principles in the recruitment policy.

An extraordinary re-evaluation session takes place in one of the following situations:
> Organizational changes affect the responsibility of the position;
> An event is likely to influence the “fit and proper” status;
The Company deems that doubts might arise about the “fit and proper” status of a person who holds a
position.

B.3.
Risk management system including the Own Risk and Solvency
Assessment
B.3.1. Risk management system
Credendo XS has implemented and maintains an effective risk management system that is compliant
with the requirements thereon.
a) Risk appetite framework and tolerance limits
The Board of Directors of Credendo XS defines a clear risk management strategy, consistent with the
overall business strategy of the Company and reviewed annually. The risk management strategy
consists of the risk appetite framework and the general policy on risk management.
The risk appetite framework establishes the risks that the Company is willing to accept, avoid, retain
and/or transfer. The general risk appetite is translated for the main categories of risk into risk
tolerances (i.e. quantitative risk appetite statements that guide in the selection of risks) and risk
preferences (i.e. qualitative risk appetite statements that guide in the selection of risks) and further
detailed through risk limits to guide day-to-day business operations.
b) General policy on risk management
The general policy on risk management defines how the risk management framework is structured
and how it should operate in practice, in order to balance control, risk management and transparency.
The document assigns roles and responsibilities within the risk management framework of the
Company and ensures efficient decision-making processes. The policy on risk management serves
as an umbrella document that introduces a cartography of formal specific documentation needed for
an effective risk management system. The general policy on risk management sets out the risk
management objectives and key principles, categorizes all material risks the Company is exposed to
(based on a for Credendo common categorization and definition of risks) and defines clearly and in
detail per risk type the strategy, policy, procedures and systems that have been implemented for the
identification, assessment, mitigation, monitoring and control of the risks.
c) Specific policies per risk
The risk management strategy is further specified via adequate written policies per risk type to ensure
implementation in day-to-day business:
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Overall Business Strategy
Risk Strategy
> Risk Appetite
> Policy on Risk Management
Policy on
Policy on
Underwriting
Financial
Risk
Risks
> Technical
Provisions
Valuation
Methodology
+ Policy on ORSA
+ Policy on Capital Management

Other Strategies

Policy on
Operational
Risk
> Outsourcing
Policy
> BCP Policy

Policy on
Strategic
Risk

Policy on
Reputational
Risk

The policy on financial risks combines related policies on financial risks as this fits with the
organizational structure and processes within the Company. The policy thus comprises the
implementation of the “prudent person”-principle and the strategy vis-à-vis market risk, concentration
risk, ALM risk, liquidity risk and credit risk. The policy on operational respectively strategic reinsurance
management is part of the policy on underwriting risk respectively capital management.
These specific policies per risk type, considered sub-policies to the above-mentioned policy on risk
management, outline the framework that staff has to take into account when exercising their duties:
> the goals pursued by the policy
> the connection with the overall solvency needs assessment as identified in the forward looking
assessment of the Company’s own risks (based on the ORSA principles), the regulatory capital
requirements and the risk appetite framework
> the processes and (reporting) procedures applied to identify, assess, manage, monitor and report
the risk area concerned
> levels of acceptable risk or risk limits in line with the overall risk appetite
> the tasks to be performed and the person or role responsible for them
Reference may be made to written guidelines and procedures. Guidelines further detail the policy
document, with a key focus on the process stages (including activities with detailed roles and
responsibilities). Procedures describe in detail the process that formalises the way of acting or
progressing in a course of a given set of actions (especially an established method…). As such, a
comprehensive and coherent set of documents has been elaborated according to the following
architecture of documentation:

2.

Document
Risk Management Strategy
(Policy on risk management)
Risk Policy (per risk type)

3.

Guidelines

4.

Procedures

1.

Purpose
describe the risk management framework (principles,
appetite) and risk governance (roles & responsibilities)
outline the risk management framework per risk type to
guide staff in decisions and actions when exercising their
duties
further detail the policy document, with a key focus on the
process stages
detail the process that formalizes the way of acting or
progressing in a course of a given set of actions

All governance policies, including all policies within the risk management framework, are subject to
approval by the Board of Directors, not only for the original policy approval but also for any
subsequent changes, unless these are minor. The policies are reviewed at least annually and the
review is appropriately documented.
d) Risk identification and measurement system
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The risk management system identifies and measures all material risks that the Company faces,
including risks that are not or hard to quantify and/or risks not fully captured by the Solvency II
required capital calculation. The latter relate to ALM risk, liquidity, concentration, strategic and
reputation risks, which are all considered material risks that are identified and covered in the
Company’s risk management system.
All identified risks are measured, either quantitatively or qualitatively:
> The most material risk types are quantified using risk-based capital models. The Solvency II
standard formula measures underwriting, market, counterparty and operational risks by a Value-atRisk approach that captures risk at individual and aggregated level and takes risk correlation into
account. Alternative quantifications using similar risk-based capital models may enrich the risk
assessment.
> Less quantifiable risks (like strategic and reputation risks) are assessed ordinally using qualitative
tags (“high, moderate, …”) for likelihood and impact of the (inherent and) residual risks. Likelihood
(or probability) represents the possibility that a given event will occur, while impact or severity
represents its effect. Inherent risk is the risk in the absence of any actions to alter either the risk’s
likelihood or impact. Residual risk is the risk that remains after response to the risk. This
assessment is done during a comprehensive annual risk survey wherein all of the departments,
control functions and outsourced functions participate, allowing for the connection of the
governance and control system with the full risk picture.
Relevant risks are subject to a sufficiently wide range of stress tests and/or scenario analyses. Taking
the Company’s risk profile of a non-life credit insurer into account, the most relevant stress testing
refers to shocks on the underwritten credit risks. As a minimum the stress-testing program which is
part of the regular ORSA includes:
> Sensitivity analyses by stressing assumptions on modelled loss ratios in the business plan. The
volatility of loss ratios illustrates insurers’ capabilities to minimize that volatility through managing
exposures (such as capping and managing down potential and real exposures, increasing
deductibles, etc.), re-pricing risks, changing reinsurance protection…
> Sensitivity analysis to stressed premium rate assumptions
> Qualitative stresses from operational risk events using two starting points :
– a failure of an internal process, system or personnel (e.g. personnel execution errors, frauds,
processing failures …)
– external causes (e.g. direct and indirect consequences of disasters such as terrorist attacks,
fire, pandemics ... considered the ‘high impact, low frequency’-type of operational risks which
need to be considered when looking at scenario analysis and stress tests)
> Reverse stress testing, including the assessment of the probability of realization of these scenarios
that could threaten the viability of the Company
The above stress-testing program that is part of each regular ORSA fits the Company’s profile where
risks are especially situated at the liabilities side (i.e. underwriting risk including CAT and reserve
risk).
The Company’s internal risk management methodologies do not rely on sole external credit
assessments. The calculation of technical provisions itself is not based on such assessments by an
External Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI). However, for the counterparty risk adjustment of the
part ceded to reinsurers as well as for the capital charges for counterparty default risk and market
sub-risks, various ECAI assessments are used. Only assessments issued or endorsed by an ECAI in
accordance with Regulation (EC) No 1060/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council on
credit rating agencies are taken into account. The credit assessments are produced by either S&P
Global, Moody’s, Fitch or AM Best and are used consistently (over time). If more than one credit
assessment from the mentioned ECAIs is available when assessing risk, the prudence inherent to the
rules of Article 4(4e,f) of Commission Delegated Regulation 2015/35 is applied and is considered to
result in an appropriate assessment. If only one credit assessment is available from the mentioned
ECAIs, that assessment is considered appropriate taking into account that the Company’s exposures
are not considered complex. If an exposure is unrated, the Company considers other additional
relevant information.
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e) Risk reporting system
The Company has implemented reporting procedures and processes which ensure that information
on its material risks is actively monitored and reported, allowing management and other key functions
to take that information into account in their decision making process. The Company’s risk
management function reports on a quarterly basis to the Board of Directors, the Executive Committee
and the Credendo Group Risk Management function on solvency issues and material risk exposures,
based on Credendo’s risk categorization. This reporting on solvency and risk exposure comprises key
risk indicators (and compliance checks with the risk appetite framework) on:
> Real and potential exposure from underwriting risk acceptances, before and after quota-share
reinsurance
> Premium and loss rates volatility reserve risk
> Concentration of country risk exposure
> Concentration of debtor risk exposure
> Concentration risk exposure from financial investments (after look-through) and reinsurance
> Liquidity risk
> Counterparty default risk on reinsurers
> Structure and quality of Solvency II eligible own funds
> Solvency II regulatory capital requirement and capital adequacy
> Other risk metrics comprised in the Company’s risk appetite framework
The forward-looking assessment of risks and solvency needs is reported as part of the annual ORSA
report that is submitted to the Board, accompanying the business plan.
The Company has also implemented reporting procedures and processes ensuring that the
effectiveness of the risk management system is analyzed regularly and that appropriate modifications
to the system are made where necessary. Article 80(2) of the Control Law requires the Executive
Committee to report at least annually to the Board, the external auditor and the supervisor on the
assessment of the effectiveness of the governance system and what measures have been taken to
remedy any shortcoming. That report includes the assessment of the effectiveness of the risk
management system, which is part of the governance system.
f)

Implementation process

The Company’s risk-management system is well integrated into the organizational structure and in the
decision-making processes.
The Company’s Board of Directors is responsible for ensuring that the implemented risk management
system is suitable, effective and proportionate to the nature, scale and complexity of the risks inherent
in the business. It is responsible for the development and setting of the business strategy, and
approving and reviewing annually the related risk strategy, comprising the risk appetite framework
and the policy on risk management. In order to materialize that strategy, the Board of Directors
approves and reviews annually the policies per risk type as well as the policy on ORSA and on capital
management. It monitors if the necessary measures are taken for the implementation of the risk
management system according to the strategy as set. Finally, the Board of Directors challenges the
results of the own risk and solvency assessment (ORSA) and examines and approves the risk
measurement system, its effectiveness, hypotheses and parameters.

The Executive Committee is indeed responsible for the implementation of the risk management
system along the directives of the Board of Directors and takes the necessary measures for disposing
of a permanent Risk Management function. The Executive Committee determines and imposes risk
limits and processes and procedures to contain the risks within the risk tolerance levels set by the
Board of Directors and ensures the appropriateness of the reporting framework.
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The Executive Committee is assisted by the Risk Management function (cf. infra). The Board of
Directors ensures that the Risk Management function can operate on a permanent and independent
basis.
B.3.2. ORSA process
The process of forward-looking Own Risk & Solvency Assessment (ORSA) allows for:
> the integrated and pro-active assessment and management of risks inherent in the business of the
Company, and
> the determination of corresponding capital needs has to ensure the viability of the Company in the
longer term. The ORSA is integral part of the Company’s strategy and systematically taken into
account for strategic decision-making.
a) Policy on ORSA
The policy on ORSA, approved by the Board of Directors, is part of the Policy on Risk Management
and sets out:
> the goals of the ORSA process
> the processes and methodologies used to conduct the ORSA
> the frequency and timing for the performance of the (regular) ORSA and the circumstances which
would trigger the need for an ORSA outside the regular timescales
> the reporting procedures to be applied
> the process governance
Credendo XS has adequate, robust processes for
> identifying, assessing, monitoring and measuring its own risks, with input from across the whole
Company
> calculating its overall solvency needs taking into account the specific risk profile, approved risk
tolerance limits and the business strategy
The processes fit into the Company’s organizational structure and risk management system, taking
into consideration nature, scale and complexity of the risks. The processes and (reporting)
procedures are proper and adequate as to provide a complete and holistic risk understanding for the
Company and appropriate results for the assessment and as to meet the core objectives of the ORSA
process.
The ORSA process is embedded into the decision-making and business (planning) processes of the
Company and requires
> Involvement of the Board of Directors, executive and senior management
> Involvement of finance and business departments, and internal control functions
b) Implementation process
The regular ORSA process provides for
> An annual forward-looking ORSA, submitted together with the 3 years forward-looking business
plan for approval to the Board of Directors, assessing
– the overall solvency needs taking into account quantified and non-quantified Solvency II risks,
approved risk tolerance limits and the business strategy of the Company over the business
planning time horizon
– the compliance, on a continuous basis, with the Solvency II capital requirements, monitored by
the risk management function, and with the rules regarding technical provisions and data
quality, ensured by the actuarial function who also assesses potential risks from uncertainties
linked to calculation of technical provisions
– the significance with which the risk profile deviates from the assumptions underlying the SCR
> Quarterly risk & solvency reporting to the Executive Committee.
A non-regular or ad hoc ORSA is performed outside of the regular time-scales following any
significant change in the risk profile. Circumstances that would trigger such a non-regular (partial)
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ORSA will mainly remain limited to underwriting risks, as these are the most material and therefore
may change the risk and solvency profile significantly.
The forward-looking assessment of the solvency needs, coordinated by the risk management
function, takes account of possible changes in the risk profile due to the strategy of the Company over
the business planning time horizon. The solvency needs are assessed using different risk-based
capital models, including the Solvency II standard formula, and consider the appropriate mitigation of
risks faced in pursuing the business strategy and in stressed scenarios. The process also includes
projection of the amount, nature and quality of own funds over the planning horizon. Possible
management actions have regard to the actual capital adequacy level identified through the ORSA
process compared to the target within the Board’s risk appetite setting. These management actions
are decided by the Board of Directors and relate to the risk exposure and/or resources to cover the
risks.
B.3.3. Risk management function
The risk management function is a permanent independent function and structured in such a way as
to facilitate the implementation of the risk management system within the Company. The embedding
of the risk management function in the organizational structure of the Company and the associated
reporting lines ensure that the function is objective and free from influence from other functions and
from the management and Board of Directors.
The Company Risk Management function reports directly to the Board of Directors of the Company
and the General Manager of the Company, who remains hierarchically responsible
The main tasks of the risk management function comprise:
> assisting the Executive Committee in the effective operation and monitoring of the risk
management system and the coordination of risk management activities across the Company
> evaluating regularly the appropriateness and operational effectiveness of the risk management
system to identify, measure, monitor, manage and report risks the Company is exposed to
> maintain an organisation-wide and aggregated view on the risk profile and identify and assess
emerging risks
> measure material risks and calculate overall solvency needs and regulatory capital requirements
> report regularly to the Board of Directors, Executive Committee and the Credendo Group Risk
Management function on solvency issues and material risk exposures, based on Credendo’s risk
categorisation
> manage the own risk and solvency assessment (ORSA) process
> oversee reporting to supervisory authorities and other stakeholders

B.4.

Internal control system

Credendo XS has a corporate environment encouraging a positive attitude towards internal controls.
B.4.1. Internal control system
The internal control system comprises all measures taken by the Company, under the responsibility of
the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee of the Company, which with a reasonable
certainty must allow that:
> the financial and managerial information is reliable and correct,
> the management is well organised and prudent with defined objectives,
> the risks to which the Company is exposed are known and adequately managed; and
> the policies, procedures, plans and internal codes and guidelines are respected.
a) Objectives and principles
In the framework of its supervisory function, the Board of Directors needs to verify on a regular basis
whether the Company has an adequate internal control system. It therefore assesses, via the Audit &
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Risk Committee, whether the Company is in line with all legal requirements and it needs to be
informed of all measures taken to ensure that all requirements are met.
The Board of Directors needs to encourage the creation of a positive environment towards suitable
and effective control mechanisms within the Company. The suitability of the internal control system
means that the internal control system is able to manage and mitigate identified risks in such a way
that it allows the Company to realise its objectives.
Under the supervision of the Board of Directors, the Executive Committee is responsible for the set-up
of an adequate internal control system which provides for all necessary measures to ensure an
appropriate financial reporting, operational functioning and rules concerning compliance and integrity
within the Company.
On a yearly basis, the Executive Committee evaluates the effectiveness of the governance and
internal control system and reports on this matter to the Board of Directors, the National Bank of
Belgium and the statutory auditor. That report includes all identified risks based on a robust
methodical approach to ensure that all significant activities within the Company and all the risks
flowing from these activities are defined. Systematic identification of risks includes early recognition
and regular, structured recording of any disruptive factors that may have an effect on the overall risk
profile of an insurance company. In an annual risk survey, “process evaluators” or “risk owners” per
department of the Company, including the outsourced services and the internal control functions, are
asked to complete a list of risks by drawing on their knowledge and experience and complete
templates for the risks identified linked to their department or function.
B.4.2. Compliance function
The Compliance Function has been established to safeguard the reputation and integrity of the
Company by actively promoting compliance with the relevant legislation and regulation, the internal
codes and ethics, this by applying the integrity principles, as described in the Integrity Policy and
Code of Conduct, and by ensuring and monitoring the practical implementation of those principles.
The Compliance Function is responsible for the identification, documentation, assessment and
evaluation of the compliance risk and effectively supports the business areas in their duty to comply
with relevant laws and regulations and internal procedures. The Compliance Function ensures the
supervision over and testing of the compliance risks, formulates recommendations and reports to the
Board and to the Executive Committee.
The Compliance function of the Company is an independent function within the Company, responsible
for the identification and evaluation of the compliance risk; and to ensure compliance with the relevant
laws and regulations and with the integrity policy in place within the Company.
Duly mandated, the compliance officer reports directly to the General Manager of the Company, who
is assigned as responsible person for Compliance for the Company.

B.5.

Internal audit function

a) Implementation
Internal Audit is an independent and objective assurance and consulting activity. The function assists
the Company in accomplishing its objectives by bringing a systematic and disciplined approach to
evaluate and improve the effectiveness of the Company's governance, risk management and internal
control.
The objective of Internal Audit is to ascertain that the ongoing processes for controlling operations
throughout all the Company’s entities are adequately designed and are functioning in an effective
manner. In carrying out this work, the Internal Audit function will provide regular reports to the
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Executive Committee and the Board of Directors on the adequacy and effectiveness of the systems of
internal control, together with ideas, counsel, and recommendations to improve the systems,
procedures and processes.
As detailed in the Internal Audit Charter the scope of Internal Audit encompasses, but is not limited to,
the examination and evaluation of the adequacy and effectiveness of the Company’s governance, risk
management and internal controls as well as the quality of performance in carrying out assigned
responsibilities to achieve the Company has stated goals and objectives. This includes:
– the evaluation of risk exposure relating to achievement of the Company’s strategic objectives;
– the full and precise analysis of financial and operational information and the means existing
with the Company to measure, to organise and distribute such information;
– the analysis of the existing systems in order to assure the compliance with laws, regulations,
general policies, plans and internal procedures;
– the analysis of the means serving to assure the safeguarding of the assets and, if relevant, the
verification of the existence of those means;
– the evaluation of the effective and economic use of the instruments which the Company has at
its disposal;
– the analysis of the operations and of the programs in order to evaluate if the results correspond
to the objectives which have been set;
– the execution of specific audit missions at the request of Board or Management provided that it
does not result in impairment of IA’s independence or objectivity;
– the monitoring and the evaluation of governance processes;
– the monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness of the Company’s risk management
processes;
– the reporting of significant risk exposures and control issues, including fraud risks, governance
issues, and other matters needed or requested by the Board or Management;
– the performance of consulting and advisory services related to governance, risk management
and control as appropriate for the Company provided that the IA assurance activity is still
ensured;
– the coordination of certain activities of the statutory auditor and other external regulatory bodies
or consultants or service providers in order for these to be executed as efficiently as possible.
– the periodical reporting on the internal audit activity’s purpose, authority, responsibility, and
performance relative to its plan;
– The Group Chief Internal Auditor is fully in charge to coordinate local internal auditors and their
activities in their entities to ensure alignment with the Credendo Group Internal Audit
requirements and to provide optimal audit coverage in the most efficient manner;
– the internal audit activities include as objective the development of effective controls at a
reasonable price.

The Internal Audit function is performed by the Internal Audit Department of Credendo ECA under
the Service Level Agreement.
b) Independence and objectivity
As defined in the Circular NBB_2015_21 concerning the internal control system and the internal audit
function (Art 7), the internal audit function must be independent of the audited activities. This requires
the function to have sufficient standing and direct and unlimited access to the senior management
and the management body, thereby enabling internal auditors to carry out their assignments with
objectivity.
Independence is the freedom from conditions that threaten the ability of the internal audit activity to
carry out internal audit responsibilities in an unbiased manner.
Objectivity is an unbiased mental attitude that allows internal auditors to perform engagements in
such a manner that they believe in their work product and that no quality compromises are made.
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Based on internal mechanisms in place, threats to independence and objectivity are managed at the
individual auditor, engagement, functional, and organizational levels.
The independence of the internal auditors is mainly ensured thanks to a dual reporting relationship.
The Chief Internal Auditor reports to executive management at as high a level as possible for
administrative purposes to ensure alignment with corporate direction, support at a managerial level,
and the normal administrative support required for a staff function. The second relationship, with the
Board of Directors, is for operational and functional purposes, to ensure that independence and
objectivity is maintained:
> Functional reporting of the Chief Internal Auditor to the Board of Directors and involving the Board
of Directors:
– Approving the internal audit charter.
– Approving the risk-based internal audit plan.
– Approving the internal audit budget and resource plan.
> Quarterly communications from the Chief Internal Auditor who reports quarterly on the internal
audit activity’s performance relative to its plan and other matters.
> The Board of Directors can make recommendations to the General Manager with respect to the
appointment and dismissal of the Internal Audit staff and the budget of the Internal Audit function.
> The Group Chief Internal Auditor confirms yearly the operational independence of the internal audit
function to the Board of Directors.
To achieve the degree of independence necessary to effectively carry out the responsibilities the
internal audit charter of the Company specifies the dual reporting structure as well as the internal
auditors’ right of access to personnel and records without hindrance or impediment, a critical part of
their independence. The internal audit charter prepared by the Chief Internal Auditor and ratifies by
the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee of the Company also specifies that:
> The internal audit function is authorized to communicate directly at all times, and on his own
initiative, with the Board of Directors, the Executive Committee and the General Manager.
> Internal auditors have no direct operational responsibility or authority over any of the activities
audited. Accordingly, they do not implement internal controls, develop procedures, install systems,
prepare records, or engage in any other activity that may impair internal auditor’s judgment.
> The internal audit activity remains free from interference by any element in the Company, including
matters of audit selection, scope, procedures, frequency, timing, or report content to permit
maintenance of a necessary independent and objective attitude.
> Conflicts of interest cannot be tolerated for the Internal Audit function. Such situation which impairs
independence should be immediately reported to the Board of Directors.
In addition, as stated in the Code of Ethics integrated in the internal audit charter, internal auditors
must exhibit the highest level of professional objectivity in gathering, evaluating and communicating
information about the activity or process being examined. This Code stipulates that internal auditors:
> Shall not participate in any activity or relationship that may impair or be presumed to impair their
unbiased assessment. This participation includes those activities or relationships that may be in
conflict with the interests of the organization.
> Shall not accept anything that may impair or be presumed to impair their professional judgment.
> Shall disclose all material facts known to them that, if not disclosed, may distort the reporting of
activities under review.

B.6.

Actuarial function

The Actuarial function is a permanent and independent function within the Company that:
> coordinates the calculation of technical provisions and oversees the calculation of the case-bycase claims provisions, comprising the following tasks:
– apply methodologies and procedures to assess the sufficiency of technical provisions and to
ensure that their calculation is consistent with the Solvency II requirements
– assess the uncertainty associated with the estimates made in the calculation of technical
provisions
– ensure that any limitations of data used to calculate technical provisions are properly dealt with
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– ensure that the most appropriate approximations for the purposes of calculating the best
estimate are used for the case-by-case claims provisions
– ensure that homogeneous risk groups of (re)insurance obligations are identified for an
appropriate assessment of the underlying risks
– consider relevant information provided by financial markets and generally available data on
underwriting risks and ensure that it is integrated into the assessment of technical provisions;
– compare and justify any material differences in the calculation of technical provisions from year
to year
ensures the appropriateness of the methodologies, underlying models and assumptions, used in
the calculation of technical provisions, for the specific lines of business of the subsidiary and for
the way the business is managed, having regard to the available data
assesses the sufficiency and quality of the data used in the calculation of technical provisions and
whether the information technology systems used sufficiently support the actuarial and statistical
procedures
documents and maintains the technical provisions valuation methodology
compares regularly best estimates against experience. When comparing best estimates against
experience, the actuarial function reviews the quality of past best estimates and uses the insights
gained from this assessment to improve the quality of current calculations. The comparison of best
estimates against experience includes comparisons between observed values and the estimates
underlying the calculation of the best estimate, in order to draw conclusions on the
appropriateness, accuracy and completeness of the data and assumptions used as well as on the
methodologies applied in their calculation
expresses an opinion on the overall underwriting policy
expresses an opinion on the adequacy of reinsurance arrangements
supports the Risk Management function in the effective implementation of the risk management
system, in particular with respect to the ORSA

The objective of the Actuarial function is to assist the Executive Committee in its responsibilities. To
this end, the Actuarial function shares its recommendations, evaluations, opinions and information
concerning the activities which it assesses with the Executive Committee.
The Company has outsourced the Actuarial function to Mr Vincent Tellier, independent actuary. Duly
mandated, he reports directly to the Board of Directors and the General Manager of the Company
who remains hierarchically responsible. Furthermore, the 4-eyes principle is applied between the
Actuarial function and the Risk Management function. Their close collaboration insures coordination,
adequate exchange of information and harmonization of their respective activities in the risk
management system.

B.7.

Outsourcing

a) Policy
The Company may decide to outsource certain activities or functions if it considers this would lead to
a better management of the Company given the expertise of the service provider and/or economy of
scales which would arise from outsourcing the activities.
The Company will also perform a risk and impact analysis according to the principles explained in the
policy. In case of the outsourcing of critical or important activities or functions, additional requirements
apply.
Taking into account the principles of the outsourcing policy, the Executive Committee of the Company
decides if a function or activity is to be considered as critical or important or not, approves all
decisions to outsource such critical or important activities or functions and informs the Board of
Directors of this decision.
Examples of critical or important functions or activities include the design and pricing of insurance
products, the investment of assets or portfolio management, claims handling, the provision of regular
accounting, the provision of data storage and day-to-day systems maintenance or support.
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All internal control functions5 are considered as critical or important. The outsourcing party will apply
the fit and proper procedures in assessing persons employed by the service provider to perform any
outsourced important or critical function.
Whenever the Company decides to outsource an activity or function, the Company remains fully
responsible for that activity or function even in case of intra-group outsourcing.
When a critical or important function or activity is outsourced, the Company guarantees that it
possesses the necessary experience, knowledge and resources to maintain oversight and
supervision over the outsourced activities and pay the necessary attention to the management of
attendant risks, particularly as regards the operational risk. When outsourcing concerns an internal
control function, the Company designates a person within its organisation with overall responsibility
for this function who is fit and proper and possesses sufficient knowledge and experience regarding
the outsourced function to be able to challenge the performance and results of the service provider.
b) Framework and monitoring
Each outsourcing activity is formalised in a written outsourcing agreement or service level agreement
(SLA), in which a detailed description is given of the parties’ rights and responsibilities and the rules of
conduct that apply in carrying out the outsourced activities.
In case of the outsourcing of a critical or important function or activity, the outsourcing agreement
states in particular all of the following duties and responsibilities:
> the service provider's commitment to comply with all applicable laws, regulatory requirements and
guidelines as well as policies approved by the outsourcing party and to cooperate with the
undertaking's supervisory authority with regard to the outsourced function or activity;
> the service provider's obligation to disclose any development which may have a material impact on
its ability to carry out the outsourced functions and activities effectively and in compliance with
applicable laws and regulatory requirements;
> a notice period for the termination of the contract by the service provider which is long enough to
enable the outsourcing party to find an alternative solution;
> that the outsourcing party is able to terminate the arrangement for outsourcing where necessary
without detriment to the continuity and quality of its provision of services to policyholders;
> that the outsourcing party reserves the right to be informed about the outsourced functions and
activities and their performance by the services provider as well as a right to issue general
guidelines and individual instructions at the address of the service provider, as to what has to be
taken into account when performing the outsourced functions or activities
> that the service provider shall protect any confidential information relating to the outsourcing party
and its policyholders, beneficiaries, employees, contracting parties and all other persons;
> that the outsourcing party, its external auditor and the supervisory authority have effective access
to all information relating to the outsourced functions and activities including carrying out on-site
inspections of the business premises of the service provider;
> that, where appropriate and necessary for the purposes of supervision, the supervisory authority
may address questions directly to the service provider to which the service provider shall reply;
> that the outsourcing party may obtain information about the outsourced activities and may issue
instructions concerning the outsourced activities and functions;
> the terms and conditions, where applicable, under which the service provider may sub-outsource
any of the outsourced functions and activities;
> that the service provider's duties and responsibilities deriving from its agreement with the
outsourcing party shall remain unaffected by any sub-outsourcing.
The Company requests its service providers to provide it with adequate and regular reporting in
function of the nature of the outsourced activities and inherent risks. A specific steering committee
with representatives from both the outsourcing party and service provider Credendo ECA has been
set up in order to support the communication between the different parties.
5

Risk management, Internal Audit, Actuarial function and Compliance.
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Critical or important functions or activities outsourced by the Company relate to:
> the internal control functions : Internal Audit, outsourced and performed by ECA, the parent
company
> supporting or non-operational functions : IT (incl. provision of data storage and day-to-day systems
maintenance or support) is outsourced to Thesis and Expr@net
All service providers of the above-mentioned functions or activities are located in Belgium.

B.8.

Any other information

Annually Credendo XS assesses the effectiveness of its governance system, taking account of the
nature, scale and complexity of the risks inherent in its business. This ‘Report on the assessment of
the effectiveness of the governance system’ is made available to the supervisor.
Based on a defined methodology, each governance area of Credendo XS’s governance system is
assessed according to the following rating grid:

No area of the governance system of Credendo XS is assessed as ineffective or inadequate. When
appropriate (i.e. measures already initiated during the reporting period or nuanced assessment),
measures are/will be implemented under the supervision of the governing bodies of the Company.
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C. Risk Profile
This chapter includes qualitative and quantitative information regarding the risk profile of Credendo
XS. As mentioned in chapter B.3.1b Credendo XS categorizes all material risks the Company is
exposed to, based on a for Credendo common categorization and definition of risks. That risk
typology distinguishes the following risk categories:
> underwriting risk
> asset-liability management (ALM) risk
> market risk
> credit/counterparty default risk
> liquidity risk
> concentration risk
> operational risk
> strategic risk
> reputational risk
All identified risks are measured, either quantitatively or qualitatively (cf. B.3.1d).

C.1.

Underwriting risk

Underwriting or insurance risk is defined as “the risk of loss or of adverse change in the value of
insurance liabilities, due to inadequate pricing and provisioning assumptions”. The Solvency II
Framework distinguishes premium & reserve risk, defined as “the risk of loss or of adverse change in
the value of insurance liabilities, resulting from fluctuations in the timing, frequency and severity of
insured events, and in the timing and amount of claim settlements” from catastrophic risk, described
as “the risk of loss or of adverse change in the value of insurance liabilities, resulting from significant
uncertainty of pricing and provisioning assumptions related to extreme or exceptional events”.
Underwriting risk is Credendo XS’s most material risk. As can be seen from Annex VII, out of a total
regulatory Solvency II capital requirement of 19.1 mio EUR at end 2018, capital required for only
underwriting risk amounts to 14.4 mio EUR. Credendo XS assesses underwriting risk using riskbased capital modelling.
Proper execution of the processes of product design and pricing, policy and risk underwriting,
provisioning, claims management and reinsurance management is a very important tool to identify,
evaluate, mitigate, monitor and control underwriting risk. Product design and pricing risk is the
exposure to financial loss resulting from transacting insurance business where the costs and liabilities
assumed (in respect of a product) exceed the expectation in pricing (of that product line). Policy and
risk underwriting may lead to risk concentrations and concentration risk. Concentration risk means all
risk exposures with a loss potential which is large enough to threaten the solvency or the financial
position of undertakings - such exposures may as well be caused by underwriting risk. The valuation
of technical provisions and a proper management of claims also are fundamental processes for risk
management. Reinsurance, as a risk mitigation technique, enables to prudently manage and mitigate
the underwriting risk, stabilise solvency levels, use available capital more efficiently and expand
underwriting capacity. However, risk transfer creates counterparty risk or the risk of loss or of adverse
change in the financial situation, resulting from fluctuations in the credit standing of reinsurers. Both
solvency and liquidity could be jeopardised in the event of deficiencies in the reinsurance
arrangements.
C.1.1. Underwriting risk processes
a) Product design & pricing
The risks related to the management of the risk/premium relationship of each product and the product
risk itself are contained by the fact that Credendo XS offers only a limited number of specific types of
insurance to professional customers - all policyholders are engaged professionally in an industrial or
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commercial activity and the insured risks relate to that activity. The type of insurance risk Credendo
XS is willing to accept is part of the Board’s risk appetite setting. The strategic positioning in terms of
products, to which exposure is sought, is defined by the risk preference stating that Credendo XS has
an appetite for insurance risk in (only) credit insurance and the suretyship activity.
Specializing in providing specific types of insurance to specific customers segments is itself seen as a
valuable tool for efficiently and effectively managing risk. Moreover, the processes, procedures and
information systems that are implemented allow for comprehensive product risk and pricing
management. Underwriting guidelines have been established, identifying and controlling existing and
potential risks of the product involved and managing the risk/premium relationship of the product.
Credendo XS’s pricing tool models all drivers of credit risk, using appropriate methodologies
depending on the complexity of the risk and available data. Different risk categories are priced
consistently. The model produces adequate premium rates to cover expected claims, operational
expenses and the remuneration of capital.
b) Provisioning
The management of technical provisions is an on-going process to ensure that the technical
provisions are adequate for covering the obligations towards the policyholders. Suitable controls and
procedures are in place to increase the reliability; sufficiency and adequacy of both the technical
provisions tout court and the data to be considered in the valuation.
The estimation of the ultimate liability arising from claims made under insurance contracts is
Credendo XS’s most critical accounting estimate. The development of insurance liabilities provides a
measure of the Company’s ability to estimate the ultimate value of claims. The claims development
triangles in Annex V show how the estimate of the gross cost of claims (claims paid, RBNS reserve
and claims provisions under Solvency II valuation principle) for each underwriting year develops over
time.
Since Credendo XS mainly deals with short-term business, the gravity of these provisions is situated
within the first two years. The following tables show the development of BEGAAP reported claims for
Credendo XS’s direct business (gross and net of reinsurance):
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Parameter & modelling uncertainty for technical provisions is reduced by lodging responsibility for
provisions valuation methodology and its maintenance with the actuarial function that coordinates the
calculation. Claims are reviewed regularly (at least as part of the quarterly financial closing cycle but
additionally in function of relevant claim events) according to clearly documented claims provisioning
guidelines.
> The actuarial function carries out the tasks of ensuring the appropriateness of the methodologies
used, including the assumptions made in the calculation of technical provisions, and the
assessment of the sufficiency and quality of the data used for their calculation.
c) Claims management
Credendo XS has in place adequate claims management procedures covering the overall cycle of
claims:
> Credendo XS has clear processes in place for the notification of claims by the policyholders.
Claims should be reported to the insurer as per policy conditions. Dedicated staff captures relevant
information in the information systems in a timely manner.
> Claims are processed and settled
– in accordance with the policy terms and conditions without undue delay
– in accordance with the sub-delegation of authority for claims handling and payment approved
by management
> Complaints and dispute settlement
– Staff has to act in accordance with the Integrity Policy and Code of Conduct, treating all
claimants fairly and without conflict of interest
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– According to the latest annual report by Credendo XS’s compliance function no complaint about
claims handling was reported to the compliance function in 2018
d) Policy & risk underwriting
Credendo has two major business lines: credit insurance and sureties.
The credit insurance is provided on an Excess of Loss basis. This implies that clients are responsible
for their own credit management and losses up to a pre-agreed level. These Excess of Loss policies
insure the non-payment risks attached to the sales of goods or delivery of services. Losses may arise
from debtor default: insolvency or protracted default.
In 2016, Credendo XS has widened its range of products with contractual bonds and guaranties and
legal bonds and guarantees. The surety’s team from Credendo STN was transferred to Credendo XS.
In 2018, Credendo XS has launched the new surety product line addressed at the small and medium
sized companies. In the area of surety business a cooperation with a MGA (Managing General
Agency) in Italy was started.
Credendo XS manages these risks through its underwriting strategy ensuring that the underwritten
risks are well diversified in terms of type and amount of risk, industry and geography.
Risk Governance
The risk selection is guided by underwriting guidelines and the country risk classification and cover
policy of Credendo Group. The underwriting process is strictly defined by clearly described and
documented authority and guidelines, approved by management. In order to achieve a high level of
efficiency, management has dispersed its authority to special committees that discuss, evaluate and
underwrite risks..
Risk Concentration
Appropriate procedures and processes are in place to identify, measure, monitor and manage
concentration risk from credit risk exposures to a single debtor (group), a debtor country or sector to
ensure that it stays within established policies and limits and mitigating actions can be taken as
necessary. Due to the specificities of the Excess of Loss (XOL) product, Credendo XS is not able to
set risk limit at the debtor level: exposure information on debtor level is not available for the XOL
products offered. The concentration risk is instead managed on the policy level where the Limit of
Liability is applied to cap the maximum loss. For surety business, the information about the debtor
(obligor) is available and the concentration risk is managed in such a way that the exposure is kept on
the level which is accepted by the reinsurance treaty. Indeed, Credendo XS’s catastrophe (CAT) risk
stems especially from systematic risk in the underwritten risk portfolio, representing the effect of
unexpected changes in country or trade sector conditions on the payment capacity and behaviour of
debtors. Concentration and correlation effects determine this systematic risk.
Policies and procedures to monitor manage and control these concentration risks are embedded in
the risk management system, in line with the risk appetite setting and established limits.
Country risk
Annex III contains the most important countries of Credendo XS’s underwriting activity, i.e. based on
the branch location what in most cases equals to the domicile of the policyholder: the majority of the
premium comes from Italy followed by Luxembourg and Belgium (home country).
The concentration according to the debtor country is based on the location of the underwritten credit
risk.
The majority of risk is located in the countries with good and very good standing.
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C.1.2. Risk mitigation from (non-)proportional reinsurance
Credendo XS uses reinsurance to mitigate underwriting risk. The 2019 reinsurance program,
applicable to Credendo XS’s total business (including the suretyship), provides for:
> a quota share cession
> a per debtor and per policy excess-of-loss protection for retained exposures
> a separate quota share cession for SME surety
Reinsurance management
Reinsurance enables to mitigate the underwriting risk, and policies and procedures have been
developed, enabling the prudent management of the use of reinsurance, including both the risks
transferred (identifying the maximum net risk to be retained, appropriate to the established risk
tolerance limits, and setting types of appropriate reinsurance arrangements) and the risks arising from
reinsurance, namely counterparty risk. Credendo XS carefully selects its reinsurers and sets an
internal requirement for all reinsurers to be rated at least investment grade. The choice of
counterparties varies little from year to year, indicating an overall satisfaction with both the
relationships and the creditworthiness of these counterparties.
As Credendo XS’s risk profile is substantially influenced by the risk mitigation techniques used, the
assessment of the impact and the effectiveness of reinsurance is important. When comparing the
regular (i.e. including risk mitigation from reinsurance) SCR calculation for underwriting risk with the
result without taking reinsurance into account, reinsurance saved about 78.6 mio EUR of regulatory
SII capital required for underwriting risk at end 2018.
If there would be no effective risk transfer, this should be taken into account in the assessment of the
risk profile and overall solvency needs. However, the reinsurance protection leads to effective risk
transfer:
> The reinsurance contracts cover the whole of Credendo XS’s business - there are no gaps
identified in the reinsurance program that may result in more risks being retained than intended.
> The terms, conditions and exclusions stipulated in the reinsurance contracts are aligned with those
of the underlying business and the above listed limits of cover (in terms of concentration and risk
tenors) are adequate.
> The transfer has direct, explicit, irrevocable and unconditional features :
– The reinsurance contracts provide a direct claim on the reinsurer (direct feature): the
reinsurance contract stipulates that the liability of the reinsurer in respect of each cession
declared commences and expires simultaneously and automatically with the liability of
Credendo XS.
– The risk details contain explicit reference to specific exposures (cf. supra), so that the extent of
the cover is clearly defined and incontrovertible (explicit feature).
– The reinsurance contracts are not subject to any clause, the fulfilment of which is outside the
direct control of Credendo XS, that would allow the reinsurer to unilaterally cancel the cover or
that would increase the effective cost of protection because of certain developments in the
reinsured exposure (irrevocable feature). The ‘losses and follow the fortune’ clause clearly
states that the reinsurer follows in all respects the fortunes of the reinsured, including any extracontractual obligations and ex-gratia payments. All loss settlements, including compromise
settlements and allocated loss adjustment expenses, in connection with the original insurance
are binding upon the reinsurer.
– They are not subject to any clause outside the direct control of Credendo XS that could prevent
the reinsurer from its obligation to pay out in a timely manner in the event that a loss occurs on
the underlying exposure (unconditional feature) : the ‘force majeure’ clause limits excusal of
performance to maximum 30 days from the inception of an extraordinary circumstance or
event.
Other risk management and internal control procedures mitigating risks related to reinsurance
operations include:
> collateral provided by the reinsurers in favour of Credendo XS : the value of deposits received from
reinsurers amounted to 0.5 mio EUR at end 2018
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> verifying the retention limits established : this is part of the exposure monitoring by the risk
management function
C.1.3. Risk sensitivity
Underwriting risk is the most important risk in the Credendo XS risk profile, thus the impact of
standard sensitivity analysis is larger than for other risks. This sensitivity analysis shows how profit or
loss would have been affected if changes in relevant risk variable that were reasonably possible at the
end of the reporting period had occurred. Relevant underwriting risk variables relate to premium rates
and charges of claims. The impact on profit or loss is calculated on a pre-tax basis.
A 10 % fall in the average premium level would ceteris paribus lead to a lowering of pre-tax income
with 0.8 mio EUR. A 10 % rise in claims expenses would lower the pre-tax income with 0.3 mio EUR.
Taking Credendo XS’s risk profile of a short-term credit insurer into account, the most relevant stress
testing as part of the ORSA process also refers to shocks on the underwritten credit risks:
> Sensitivity analyses by stressing assumptions on modelled loss ratios in the business plan (which
is the baseline scenario). The volatility of loss ratios illustrates insurers’ capabilities to minimize
volatility through managing exposures (such as capping and managing down potential and real
exposures, increasing deductibles, etc.), repricing risks, changing reinsurance protection
> Sensitivity analysis to stressed premium income assumptions
The above sensitivity analyses were complemented with the deep recession scenario testing.
In addition, the reverse stress testing focuses on underwriting risk. Reverse stress testing is part of
the ORSA, identifies, and assesses the events and scenarios that might render the Company’s
business model unviable. Credendo XS’s top risks are undoubtedly situated in its underwriting risk
and more specific in the concentration of underlying risk exposures, country or sector. This is in line
with the assumptions underpinning the CAT risk sub-module in the SCR standard formula. Whereas
the above stress tests try to answer the question “Do we survive the stress?”, the reverse stress tests
try to answer the question “When do we not survive?”. Such scenario could be triggered by (albeit
highly improbable) crisis events with major adverse impact.

C.2.

Market risk

Market risk is defined as the risk of loss or of adverse change in the financial situation resulting,
directly or indirectly, from fluctuations in the level and in the volatility of market prices of assets,
liabilities and financial instruments. Additional risk may stem from a lack of diversification in the asset
portfolio. As can be seen from the table in Annex VII the capital requirement for market risk is less
than 5% of BSCR requirement and thus considered less important.
> Interest rate risk stems from the risk of adverse movements in interest rates. Credendo XS’s
exposure to interest rate risk is primarily limited to bonds and, if discounted as in Solvency II,
technical provisions due to the fact that Credendo XS has no borrowings. Given the nature of the
insurance activity, the insurance liabilities themselves are not sensitive to the level of market
interest rates as they are contractually non-interest bearing. A higher interest rate lowers the value
of the bonds and, if discounting is applied, the value of technical provisions.
> Equity is typically a higher risk instrument that is more sensitive to volatility and possibly large
shocks. Currently, no equity investments are part of Credendo XS’s investment.
> The credit risk inherent in the investment portfolio mainly concerns monetary funds and a small
share in bonds and is covered by the spread risk capital charge. Where such instruments are
involved, the clear strategic decision is taken to favour highly rated counterparties. The majority of
the bonds are corporate bonds, where in general the counterparty is well rated. The below table
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demonstrates the credit quality of financial investments at end 2018 that are neither overdue nor
impaired.
Table: Credendo XS - Financial investments & cash (equivalents)

> Currency risk is the risk of losses resulting from changes in the level or in the volatility of currency
exchange rates. The Company’s most material foreign currency positions are as follows (in million
EUR):

> Concentration risk may be caused by underwritten risks, counterparty risk/credit risk, investment
or market risk, other risks, or a combination or interaction of all these risks. The Solvency II
standard formula market risk module covers the additional risks stemming either from market risk
concentrations due to lack of diversification in the asset portfolio or from large exposure to default
risk by a single issuer of securities or a group of related issuers (market risk concentrations). Asset
exposures to a single counterparty, either entity or group of entities, or to a geographic area are
identified and managed in line with the risk appetite framework. At end 2018 Credendo XS had a
maximal exposure to a single counterparty at the level of 36.7 % of available own funds – which is
above the 20% level of the company’s risk appetite threshold. Credendo XS will take the needed
actions to be compliant with the risk appetite framework.
> The Solvency II market risk capital requirement not only covers the risk arising from the level or
volatility of market prices of financial instruments but also properly reflects the structural mismatch
between assets and liabilities, in particular with respect to the duration thereof and the currency
composition. Credendo XS’s asset-liability management (ALM) strategy takes into account the
interrelation between different types of financial risks (market risk, credit risks, liquidity risks)
originating especially on the asset side, and underwriting risks referring to the liabilities side. The
framework is essentially short term given the characteristics of the non-life business.
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Taking the risk-mitigating characteristics of the short-term business into account, stress testing and
scenario analysis on ALM risk is not part of the ORSA process.6
Credendo XS’s ALM in terms of currency structure is subject to ‘congruence’ principles ‘congruence’ means that all liabilities due in a currency are covered by assets denominated or
realizable in that same currency. The general objective is to hold a comparable amount of assets
and liabilities in foreign currency. This requirement is managed pragmatically:
– a surplus of assets over liabilities in a foreign currency is generally sold on a spot basis
– a shortage of assets compared to liabilities in a foreign currency triggers buying foreign
currency (either spot or through a derivative (e.g. zero cost option) or a combination) if the
expected net cash-inflow of that currency until due date is insufficient to remedy for the shortfall
The ALM in terms of term structure takes account of the risk characteristics of the business (mainly
the term structure of the liabilities) and the following important mitigation:
– at liabilities side : in credit insurance a waiting period of 6 months before claims payment is
applicable in case of non-payment due to protracted default7
– at assets side : a substantial part of the liabilities is covered by reinsurance recoverable
assetswhich are subject to a ‘cash loss’ clause in the reinsurance treaties
Given the short pay-out pattern of the insurance liabilities, liquidity is key and is especially focused
on operational rather than strategic considerations. This is reflected in the overall investment
strategy that ensures that Credendo XS holds sufficient cash and diversified marketable securities
to meet its obligations as they fall due.
C.2.1. Prudent person principle
The Board of Directors determines annually limits on the financial investments per asset class that are
reflected in the investment strategy. The investment strategy clearly identifies the asset allocations
across the main investment categories, possible allocation limits by counterparty, business sector,
geography, type of instrument and currency, the return to be targeted and the nature of any
outsourcing and requirements for the safekeeping of assets (custodial arrangements). With respect to
the whole portfolio of assets, investments in assets and financial instruments are made in accordance
with the prudent person principle (i.e. controlled risk-seeking).
Credendo XS invests all its assets in accordance with the ‘prudent person’ principle:
> Credendo XS only invests in assets and instruments the risks of which it can properly identify
measure, monitor, manage and control as well as appropriately take into account in the
assessment of its overall solvency needs. The composition of the pool of investment assets is at
any time the result of a well-structured, disciplined and transparent investment process
implemented by an investment management with the appropriate skills and resources
– The prudent person principle is as much a behavioural standard as an assessment of
judgments and investment decisions. Prudence is to be found in the process by which the
investment strategy is developed, adopted, implemented, and monitored. The Board of
Directors approves the assets allocation strategy.
– Specialization allows acquiring the care and skill sufficient to the tasks of investment
management and an adequate understanding of the risks associated with the investments,
without relying only on the risk being adequately captured by the capital requirements
– Part of the investment management could delegated to qualified and experienced external
management mandates, further increasing the level of skills satisfying the prudent person
principle. The delegated management, however, fits in with the overall investment strategy
by providing allocation guidelines and risk limits to the mandates and is subject to
monitoring and reviewing by Credendo XS

6

As to the periodic assessment required by art.87 of the Law of 13 March 2016 on the statute and supervision of insurance and reinsurance undertakings :
Given the short pay-out pattern of insurance liabilities, Credendo XS’ technical provisions are not sensitive to the assumptions applied for extrapolating the relevant risk
free interest rate term structure. Credendo XS does not apply the matching or volatility adjustment.
7
There is no waiting period in case of bankruptcy or receivership.
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> All assets, including those covering the Solvency II Minimum Capital Requirement and the
Solvency Capital Requirement, are invested in such a manner as to ensure the security, quality,
liquidity and profitability of the portfolio as a whole.
– Credendo XS does not hold financial assets which are not admitted to trading on a regulated
financial market. In addition, the localisation of the assets ensures their availability.
– Investment assets are appropriately valued as all financial instruments held at Credendo XS
are regarded as quoted in an active market. As the fair value of financial investments is
determined based on quoted market prices or dealer price quotations, Credendo XS is able
to evaluate its own investments according to Solvency II valuation principles without
depending solely on the valuation provided by the financial institution that has initially priced
that investment.
> Assets held to cover the technical provisions are invested in a manner appropriate to the nature
and duration of the insurance liabilities. Compliance with existing restrictions on covering assets
from the local insurance regulations to protect policy holders’ interests ensure that Credendo XS
holds assets with sufficient values and enough liquidity to meet all (insurance and non-insurance)
liabilities and enable payments as they fall due.
> Assets are properly diversified in such a way as to avoid excessive reliance on any particular
asset, issuer (group) or geographical area. The strategic asset allocation, which is part of the risk
appetite framework, sets quantitative limits per type of asset, counterparty and geographical area.
Both diversification among appropriate asset classes and within each asset class avoid the
unwarranted concentration of investment and the associated accumulation of risk in the portfolio.
However, for cash equivalents exposures the excessive concentration is identified (see
concentration risk in C.2) The needed actions re planned to limit the concentration by more
diversification.
C.2.2. Risk sensitivity
Due to very limited impact, no sensitivity analyses were conducted. The main component of market
risk is concentration risk what is clearly identified.

C.3.

Credit risk

Credit or counterparty default risk is defined as the risk of loss or of adverse change in the financial
situation, resulting from fluctuations in the credit standing of issuers of securities, counterparties and
any debtors to which Credendo XS is exposed. The credit risk exposure arises from financial
transactions with security issuers, debtors, intermediaries, policyholders or reinsurers. Most notably,
there is a significant credit risk when considering the investment portfolio and when considering the
reinsurance recoverable.
The risk appetite framework set by the Board of Directors caps exposure to any counterparty so that
no single exposure could threaten the solvency position: at end 2018 Credendo XS had no single
counterparty reinsurance recoverable exposures higher than 50 % of available own funds (the
threshold retained in the risk appetite framework. The strategic asset allocation (cf. supra) includes
limits that lead to sufficient diversification of credit risk exposure from financial investments and
mitigation by imposing minimum credit quality.
Annex VII includes the capital charge for counterparty default risk as measured according to the
Solvency II standard formula - the capital requirement for credit risk on financial instruments is,
however, captured by the spread risk as part of the market risk module. The receivables from the
insurance activities mostly concern exposures to typically unrated counterparties, like policyholders
and brokers, for which the overall credit risk is mitigated through the diversification of the exposures.
Substantial part of the Solvency II capital requirement stems from the counterparty default risk on
reinsurers (especially related to reinsurance recoverables). The following table demonstrates the
distribution of Credendo XS’s reinsurance recoverables per rating category of the counterparty:
Table: Recoverables by reinsurers’ rating category
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Credit risk is typically assessed through ratings reflecting the creditworthiness of the counterparty.
The counterparty risk on reinsurers is assessed on the long-term foreign currency rating of the
reinsurance company. The available ratings are proof of Credendo XS's prudent reinsurance policy.
All rated reinsurers held at least an A- rating from a respected credit rating agency at 31.12.2018. The
unrated counterparties of Credendo XS are captives.
Credendo XS only uses external credit assessments issued or endorsed by an External Credit
Assessment Institution (ECAI) in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 1060/2009 of the European
Parliament and of the Council on credit rating agencies. The credit assessments used for estimating
risk and capital charges are produced by Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, Fitch or AM Best and are used
consistently (over time).
> If more than one credit assessment from the mentioned ECAIs is available when assessing risk,
the prudence inherent to the rules of Article 4, 4(e)(f) of Commission Delegated Regulation
2015/35 is applied and is considered to result in an appropriate assessment
> If only one credit assessment is available from the mentioned ECAIs, that assessment is
considered appropriate taking into account that the exposures or financial instruments are not
considered complex
> If an exposure is unrated, the Company considers other additional relevant information. The
counterparty risk on the captive is mitigated due to the presence of a "pay when paid" clause in the
contract.

C.4.

Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk is defined as the risk that funds are not available in order to settle financial obligations
when they fall due. Credendo XS’s principal cash outflow commitments are related to its insurance
liabilities – the company does not hold (non-)derivative financial liabilities. The required degree of
liquidity in the investment portfolio differs according to the nature of the insurance business, especially
the possibility to foresee the amount and the time of the insurance payments. As mentioned on the
ALM strategy, in credit insurance a waiting period of 6 months before claims payment is applicable in
case of non-payment due to protracted default – which is the most frequent cause of non-payment for
the Company’s activity. The existence of this waiting period reduces the uncertainty of the timing and
amount of the cash outflows. Moreover, there are no liquidity considerations (unexpected cash
outflows) arising from policyholder behaviour.
Operational liquidity or cash management covers the day-to-day cash requirements under normally
expected or likely business conditions. The operational liquidity strategy relies on:
> the overall investment strategy ensuring that Credendo XS holds sufficient cash and deposit
holdings and an additional buffer from highly liquid financial investments (with minimum standards
on credit risk for securities) to meet its obligations as they fall due – besides resources from net
cash-inflows
> forecasting relevant cash-flows, especially related to premiums, claim payments, and the
reinsurers’ part therein (- a cash settlement for the reinsurers’ share of larger losses may be
demanded).
Taking into account available resources and existing untapped sources of funding, and the fact that
the company has no borrowings or significant financial liabilities, stress testing and scenario analysis
on liquidity risk is not part of the ORSA. The strategic liquidity management reflects that the risk of
liquidity needs not being met on a longer-term basis is firmly mitigated by the fact that Credendo XS is
client with various major banks, that are sufficiently diversified sources of funding – but today no such
loans are outstanding. Given the untapped debt capacity, no liquidity contingency plan has yet been
formalized. As the Company has no (non-)derivative financial liabilities, no maturity analysis as
required by IFRS 7 Financial Instruments §39 is disclosed.
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The total amount of the expected profit included in future premiums is equal to 2.0 mio EUR net.

C.5.

Operational risk

Operational risk covers a broad variety of possible risks that deal with a variety of possible causes.
The Solvency II Framework defines operational risk as "the risk of loss arising from inadequate or
failed internal processes, personnel or systems, or from external events”. These risks can be risks of
faulty specified IT protocols or processes, risk of typing or input errors, legal risks, etc.
Although quantified in the Solvency II standard formula, operational risks are considered by Credendo
XS as difficult to quantify and to anticipate. Hard-to-quantify risks are managed by the Company’s
system of governance and strong internal controls as to avoid or mitigate them. These risks are
assessed qualitatively using qualitative tags for likelihood and impact of the (inherent and) residual
risks.
Operational risk events are dominating the risks identified in the Company’s qualitative risk survey (cf.
B.3.1d). In addition to identifying the most potentially adverse operational risks, Credendo XS
assesses its vulnerability to these risks and implements processes and procedures to mitigate,
monitor and control material operational risks, in light of the overall risk appetite. Credendo XS has no
appetite for residual risks assessed as risks occurring at least yearly and having a significant or major
impact (defined taking account of the Company’s available own funds). Any identified ‘high frequency,
high intensity’ risk needs effective action of remediation for further mitigation/control by the internal
control functions.

C.6.

Other material risks

Strategic risk is defined as the risk of the current and prospective impact on earnings or capital
arising from adverse business decisions, improper implementation of decisions, or lack of
responsiveness to industry changes. Strategic risk is a function of the compatibility of the strategic
goals, the business strategies developed to achieve those goals, the resources deployed against
these goals, and the quality of implementation. Resources include communication channels,
operating systems, delivery networks, and managerial capacities and capabilities.
Credendo XS has a well-established process for setting strategic high-level objectives, aligned with
the Credendo strategy, that are effectively communicated within the organization and are translated
into detailed 3-year business plans. These strategic goals and objectives are approved and overseen
by the Board of Directors and Executive Committee. The strategy and strategic goals are translated
by the Executive Committee into more detailed business and operational plans. Follow-up of the
business and operational plans ensures close monitoring of the progress on the business and
operational objectives as to detect any risk on and deviation from the strategy. Changes to the
regulatory environment are monitored by the internal control and finance functions.

Reputational risk is defined as the risk of potential damage to an undertaking through deterioration
of its reputation or standing due to a negative perception of the undertaking’s image among
customers, counterparties, shareholders and/or regulatory authorities. Reputational risk is essentially
regarded as a risk consequent on the overall conduct of Credendo XS. Therefore, Credendo XS pays
great attention to key values affecting its reputation, expectations of the stakeholders and sensitivity
of the market where it operates to a loss of reputation and/or confidence.
Reputational risk is managed a.o. through:
> compliance with the Integrity Policy and Code of Conduct
> specific guidelines and procedures in business processes
> the controls and corrective measures included in the Company-wide risk survey
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C.7.

Any other information

There is no other material information regarding Credendo XS’s risk profile which should be
included than the one already described.
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D. Valuation for Solvency Purposes
This Chapter describes, separately for assets, technical provisions and other liabilities, the bases and
methods used for their valuation for solvency purposes, together with an explanation of any major
differences in the bases and methods used for their valuation in financial statements.
Credendo XS prepares financial statements based on Belgian generally accepted accounting
principles (BGAAP) as well as financial statements based on the international accounting standards
adopted by the Commission in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002. The latter IFRS
(International Financial Reporting Standards) financial statements are prepared for the Credendo
Consolidated financial statements. The IFRS financial statements per 31 December 2018 have been
prepared in accordance with IFRS as adopted by the European Union and published at that date,
namely the standards published by the IASB (International Accounting Standards Board) and the
interpretations issued by the IFRIC (International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee).
The recognition criteria under IFRS are applied to the assets and liabilities in the Solvency II balance
sheet. Assets and liabilities, other than technical provisions, are valued in the Solvency II balance in
accordance with the IFRS standards provided that those standards include valuation methods that are
consistent with the valuation approach set out in Article 75 of the 2009 Solvency II Framework
Directive 2009/138/EC. Where those standards allow for the use of more than one valuation method
or where the IFRS valuation methods are not consistent either temporarily or permanently with the
valuation approach set out in Article 75 of Directive 2009/138/EC, valuation methods that are
consistent with the latter article are used. Article 75 of the 2009 Solvency II Framework Directive
requires for assets and for liabilities other than technical provisions that “insurance and reinsurance
undertakings value assets and liabilities as follows:
(a) assets shall be valued at the amount for which they could be exchanged between knowledgeable
willing parties in an arm's length transaction;
(b) liabilities shall be valued at the amount for which they could be transferred, or settled, between
knowledgeable willing parties in an arm's length transaction.
When valuing liabilities under point (b), no adjustment to take account of the own credit standing of
the insurance or reinsurance undertaking shall be made”.
This chapter describes the valuation bases used for the Solvency II balance sheet and compares the
values to the valuation in the Company’s IFRS financial statements. Comments on BEGAAP-based
valuation are included (in italic) only when there is a material difference with the IFRS-based
valuation.

D.1. Assets
The value for material classes of assets and quantitative differences according to respectively the
IFRS financial statements and Solvency II balance sheet are as follows:
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The major differences between Solvency II and IFRS values8 for Credendo XS, explaining a lower
total assets value in the SII statements, relate to:
> Derecogntion of intangible assets
> Reinsurance recoverables: the SII amount is lower as the gross best estimate technical provisions
are also lower with main impact coming from premium provisions impacted by the profits
recognized both for future premium as well as unearned premium reserve.
The evolution over last reporting period is quite stable with:
> some investments turn into cash (bonds)
> decrease of reinsurance recoverables due to decrease of the level of technical provisions
> some normal fluctuations of receivables
> decrease of cash due to decrease of the deposit from bonding client
The following table describes the valuation bases, methods and main assumptions used for the
valuation for solvency purposes and those used for their valuation in the IFRS financial statements.
ASSETS

Deferred tax assets

8

IFRS financial statements
IAS 12
Recognised only insofar as it
is probable that taxable
profit will be available
against which a deductible
temporary difference can be
utilised when there are
sufficient taxable temporary
differences relating to the
same taxation authority and
the same taxable entity
which are expected to

Solvency II balance sheet
Other than the carry forward of
unused tax credits and the carry
forward of unused tax losses, this
includes deferred taxes based on
the difference between the values
ascribed to assets and liabilities in
the Solvency II balance sheet and
the values ascribed to the same
assets and liabilities for tax
purposes

Material differences between IFRS and BEGAAP valuation for assets relate to deferred tax assets (nil in BGAAP)
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ASSETS

Property, plant & equipment
held for own use

Investments

IFRS financial statements
reverse
IAS 16
Initial measurement: at cost
Subsequent measurement: cost
model

IAS 39
Financial investments are
initially recognised at fair value
plus transaction costs for all
financial investments not carried
at fair value through profit or
loss. Financial investments
carried at fair value through
profit or loss, are initially
recognised at fair value, and
transaction costs are expensed
in the income statement.
Available-for-sale financial
investments and financial
investments at fair value through
profit or loss are subsequently
carried at fair value.

Solvency II balance sheet
Idem – although the Solvency II
valuation method excludes models
where the asset value is
determined as cost less
depreciation and impairment (cf.
D.1.2. Property, plant & equipment
held for own use)
Investments
Idem to IFRS valuation

BEGAAP
Financial investments are
entered at acquisition value and
written down where the market
value is less than their book
value.
Consistent with the valuation of
BEGAAP technical provisions.
Reinsurance recoverables

Deposits to cedants
Receivables

Cash and cash equivalents
Any other assets, not
elsewhere shown

IAS 39
IAS 39
Measured at the amount
expected to be recovered.
IAS 7, 39
Not less than the amount
payable on demand
IAS

Consistent with the valuation of
technical provisions and with
deduction for expected losses due
to counterparty default.

Idem
Idem

Idem

Idem

D.1.1. Deferred taxes
Deferred taxes are recognised and valued in relation to all assets and liabilities, including technical
provisions, which are recognised for tax or solvency purposes. The deferred taxes on the Solvency II
balance sheet include deferred taxes based on the difference between the values ascribed to assets
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and liabilities recognised and valued in the Solvency II balance sheet and the values ascribed to
assets and liabilities recognised and valued for tax purposes. The deferred taxes on the Solvency II
balance sheet included the difference between the values ascribed to A&L recognised and valued
under IFRS and BEGAAP.
Deferred tax assets in the IFRS financial statements are only recognised for deductible temporary
differences and losses carried forward if it is probable that future taxable profit will be available
against which the deferred tax asset can be utilised, taking into account any legal or regulatory
requirements on the time limits relating to the carry-forward of unused tax losses or the carry-forward
of unused tax credits. Credendo XS's ability to recover deferred tax assets is assessed through an
analysis which is mainly based on the business plan and the uncertainty surrounding economic
conditions and uncertainties in the markets in which Credendo XS operates. The underlying
assumptions of this analysis are reviewed annually.
Deferred income tax is recognised in the IFRS financial statements, using the liability method, on
temporary differences arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying
amounts in the consolidated financial statements. However, if the deferred income tax arises from
initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction other than a business combination that at the
time of the transaction affects neither accounting nor taxable profit nor loss, it is not accounted for.
Deferred income tax is determined using tax rates (and laws) that have been enacted or substantively
enacted by the end of the reporting period and are expected to apply when the related deferred
income tax asset is realised or the deferred income tax liability is settled.
Deferred taxes due to Solvency II valuation differences vis-à-vis the BEGAAP statements have been
estimated by applying a 25 % tax rate on the net asset value differences for Credendo XS .
Deferred tax assets in the Solvency II balance sheet arise from:
> Derecognition of intangible assets: DTA of 0.5 mio EUR
> The SII valuation of reinsurance recoverables calculated on best estimate technical provisions that
are lower than the BEGAAP technical provisions and adjusted for expected losses due to
counterparty default risk: DTA of 1.4 mio EUR.
Taking the business plan into account, these deferred tax assets will be recoverable using the
estimated future taxable income the Company is expected to generate taxable income over the
business plan time horizon. The losses can be carried forward indefinitely and have no expiry date
however it has been impaired to 3 years.
D.1.2. Property, plant & equipment held for own use
Property, plant and equipment comprise land and buildings, office furniture, computer hardware, other
equipment, furnishing, vehicles and other tangible fixed assets. Although the IFRS financial
statements measure these according to the cost model, the carrying values are used in the Solvency
II balance sheet.
All property, plant and equipment are carried at acquisition cost less any accumulated depreciation
and less any accumulated impairment loss. Cost includes any directly attributable cost of bringing the
asset to working condition for its intended use. Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying
amount or recognised as a separate asset, as appropriate, only when it is probable that future
economic benefits associated with the item will flow to Credendo XS and the cost of the item can be
measured reliably. The carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised. All other repair and
maintenance expenditures are charged to the income statement during the financial period in which
they are incurred.
Depreciation is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate the cost of an item of property,
plant and equipment to their residual values over their estimated useful lives. The assets’ residual
values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at the end of each reporting period.
An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s
carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount. The latter impairment and the small
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amounts involved allow considering the IFRS cost model approach as a good proxy of the economic
value to be used in the Solvency II balance sheet.
D.1.3. Investments
Fair value of financial instruments
For financial instruments traded in active markets, the determination of fair values of financial
investments and financial liabilities is based on quoted market prices or dealer price quotations. This
includes quoted debt instruments on major exchanges (for example, NYSE-Euronext) and broker
quotes.
A financial instrument is regarded as quoted in an active market if quoted prices are readily and
regularly available from an exchange, dealer, broker, industry group, pricing service or regulatory
agency, and those prices represent actual and regularly occurring market transactions on an arm’s
length basis.
If the above criteria are not met, the market is regarded as being inactive. All financial instruments
held by the Company are regarded as quoted in an active market.
D.1.4. Reinsurance recoverables
The IFRS reinsurance recoverables equal the part of gross technical provisions ceded to reinsurers.
The reinsurance recoverables amount to 23.8 mio EUR .
The SII reinsurance recoverables (amount to 18.0 mio EUR) are valued as the reinsurers share in the
discounted best estimate technical provisions gross of reinsurance, adjusted for expected losses due
to counterparty default risk.
> The calculation of gross best estimate is done in split per reinsurance year what enables direct
application of quota share treaties’ shares. No particular adjustment to the value of the reinsurance
recoverables has been made for time differences between direct payments by the Company and
recoveries from the reinsurers. This time difference is considered minimal given the short tail
character of the business and the clauses present in the reinsurance treaties reducing the timing
interval between large claim payments and reinsurance recoveries
> The value of the reinsurance recoverables has been adjusted for expected losses due to
counterparty default (CD) risk (for an amount of 0.084 mio EUR) using the simplified calculation
given in Article 61 of Commission Delegated Regulation 2015/35, where :

– PD denotes the probability of default of that counterparty during the following 12 months
– Durmod denotes the modified duration of the amounts recoverable from reinsurance contracts
with that counterparty in relation to the homogeneous risk group
– BErec denotes the amounts recoverable from reinsurance contracts with that counterparty in
relation to that homogeneous risk group
The assumption that the probability of default of the counterparty remains constant over time is
considered realistic, taking into account the credit quality of the counterparties involved and the
short term duration of the amounts recoverable from reinsurance contracts.

D.2. Technical provisions
The value of the technical provisions for the Company’s lines of business (Company is only active in
credit and suretyship insurance) used for the valuation for solvency purposes and those used for their
valuation in IFRS financial statements is as follow:
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The gross IFRS technical provisions amount to 32.1 mio EUR.
The gross SII technical provisions amount to 26.7 mio EUR, calculated as the sum of:
> Best estimate provisions of 24.4 mio EUR
> A risk margin amounting to 2.3 mio EUR
The evolution over the reporting period is mainly influenced by the decrease of Claims provisions
(mainly case based).
The following table summarizes the bases and methods used for the valuation of technical provisions
in the IFRS financial statements and for solvency purposes. More detail on the methodologies and
assumptions used in the valuation of the best estimate and the risk margin including details of any
simplification and the associated level of uncertainty is available in the following paragraphs.
TECHNICAL
PROVISIONS

Valuation
basis

IFRS/BEGAAP financial statements

Solvency II balance sheet

IFRS 4
Insurance liabilities correspond to an insurer's
net contractual obligations under an insurance
contract. A contract qualified as an insurance
contract remains an insurance contract until all
rights and obligations are extinguished or
expired.
BEGAAP
The BEGAAP provisions include provisions for
equalisation and catastrophe, which are not
considered as acceptable in IFRS and
Solvency II as they cover potential future
claims for insurance contracts that are not in
existence at the end of the reporting period.
The provision is constituted in accordance with
method No 1 under Regulation No 8 issued by
the NBB (Banking, Finance and Insurance
Commission – CBFA): as long as it does not
reach 150% of the highest annual amount of
premiums net of ceded reinsurance over the
previous five years, the provision for
equalisation is replenished each year with 75%
of any positive technical result achieved in the
credit insurance segment, provided this
transfer does not exceed 12% of premiums net

The value of technical provisions
equals the sum of a best estimate and
a risk margin. The best estimate
corresponds to the probabilityweighted average of future cash-flows,
taking account of the time value of
money (expected present value of
future cash-flows), using the relevant
risk-free interest rate term structure.
The risk margin ensures that the value
of the technical provisions is equivalent
to the amount that (re)insurance
undertakings would be expected to
require in order to take over and meet
the (re)insurance obligations and is
calculated by determining the cost of
providing an amount of eligible own
funds equal to the Solvency Capital
Requirement necessary to support
these obligations over the lifetime
thereof.
The valuation does not rely on
assumptions on :
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of ceded reinsurance. This provision serves to
offset any technical loss at the end of the year

>

Future discretionary benefits as
these are not applied by Credendo
XS

>

Future management actions

>

Policy behaviour (no lapse risk)

The Company does not apply :
>
>
>

>

The IFRS/BEGAAP premium provisions
comprise the amounts of the provision for
unearned premiums, the provision for
deterioration of the risk and the provision for
profit sharing and rebates.
>

>
Premium
provisions

>

For credit insurance contracts, the
provision for unearned premiums
corresponds to the double pro rata (taking
into account the duration of underlying risk
represented by the average days sales
outstanding) share of the written premiums
to be allocated to the period following the
closing date in order to cover claims
charges and operating costs of insured
risks not yet expired at the closing date.
For surety contracts and captive contracts
the provision for unearned premiums
corresponds to the pro rata (taking into
account the duration of policy period)
share of the written premiums to be
allocated to the period following the closing
date in order to cover claims charges and
operating costs of insured risks not yet
expired at the closing date
Finally, Credendo XS constitutes a
provision for profit sharing and rebates for
in-force policies that foresee rebates or noclaim bonuses, which will be settled at the
end of the closing date of the period for
which the policy has been taken out. The
provision is calculated policy by policy with
the assumption of no losses in the future.

the matching adjustment referred
to in Article 77b
the volatility adjustment referred to
in Article 77d
the transitional risk-free interest
rate-term structure referred to in
Article 308c
the transitional deduction referred
to in Article 308d of Directive
2009/138/EC

The premium provisions correspond to
the expected present value of cash
flows from future premium and all
future claim payments, arising from
future events post the valuation date
that have not yet expired and fall within
the contract boundary, and to related
administrative expenses.
For surety contracts, no account is
taken of future premium or of
insurance obligations because they are
outside the contract boundaries.
Future premium, if any, is taken into
account only for credit insurance
contracts and captive contracts.
The contract boundary definitions take
account of Credendo XS’s options to
terminate the contract or amend
premiums:
>

For surety contracts Credendo XS
has the unilateral right at all times
to change (and cancel) surety
facilities: therefore new bonds
under existing facilities fall outside
the contract boundaries. Moreover,
Credendo XS has also the right to
adjust premium as to fully reflect
reassessed risk.

>

For surety SME contracts
Credendo XS has the unilateral
right at the renewal date (annually)
to change (and cancel) surety
facilities: therefore after renewal
date new or existing bonds under
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existing facilities fall outside the
contract boundaries.
>

For credit insurance contracts and
captive contracts, Credendo XS
has the unilateral right to cancel
the contract or adjust the
premiums only at renewal of the
policy. Moreover, the premium
could be paid in installments so
there is a need to consider flows
related to future premium.

The best estimate for Credendo XS’s
premium provisions is calculated
according to the following simplification
based on an estimate of the combined
ratio per homogenous risk group:
BE = CR*VM+ (CR-1)*PVFP +
AER*PVFP
Where:
>

BE = best estimate of premium
provision.

>

CR = estimate of combined ratio
for line of business on a gross of
acquisition cost basis i.e. CR =
(claims + claim related expenses) /
(earned premiums gross of
acquisition expenses).

>

VM = volume measure for
unearned premium. It relates to
business that has incepted at the
valuation date and represents the
premiums for this incepted
business less the premium that
has already been earned against
these contracts. This measure
should be calculated gross of
acquisition expenses.

>

PVFP = present value of future
premiums (discounted using the
prescribed term structure of riskfree interest rates) gross of
commission.

AER = estimate of acquisition
expenses ratio for line of business.

Claims
provisions

Credendo XS has three types of provisions for
claims in IFRS/BEGAAP:
>

A provision for claims reported but not yet
settled at the end of the reporting period,
also known as RBNS provision (reported
but not settled).

The above result is increased with a
provision for future cash-flows related
to profit sharing and rebates.
The best estimate provision for claims
outstanding relates to claim events that
have already occurred, regardless of
whether the claims arising from those
events have been reported or not.
Cash flow projections for the
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The RBNS provision is calculated on the
individual basis. The estimations take
account of the available information and are
verified and accepted by the Claims
Committee.
>

A provision for claims occurring during the
period but reported after the end of the
reporting period, also known as IBNR
provision (incurred but not reported). The
IBNR provision is aimed at insuring on a
statistical basis, taking past experience into
account, the final losses of claims incurred
but not yet reported at closing date.
For the credit insurance contracts the
triangle based approach is used for IBNR
estimation which is a function of the past
observed claim development pattern and
size of currently incurred losses. For the
latest underwriting period the ratio, based
approach is used: estimated LR times the
premium earned.
For the surety contracts, the IBNR
provision is calculated using the ratio
based approach: estimated LR times the
premium earned.

>

Risk margin

A provision for internal claims handling
expenses. The provision for internal claims
handling expenses at Credendo XS is
estimated based on estimated ratio which
is then applied on the claims reserves.

calculation include claim payments and
expenses relating to these events.
The best estimate claims provisions
consist of:
>

A provision for RBNS.A provision
for IBNR as calculated for
IFRS/BEGAAP.

>

A provision for claims settlement
expenses based on the amount in
the IFRS/BEGAAP accounts.

The information about the original
currency of the provision is used for
discounting using the related EIOPA
yield curves.
The prudence margin present in
IFRS/BEGAAP reserves is kept in the
SII valuation but on the other hand we
don’t do the specific adjustment for
ENID’s (events not in data) which is
required under Best Estimate
calculation. The company plans in the
future (when more statistical
information is available) to do the more
detailed analysis of above-mentioned
impacts. However on the current basis
we feel confident that the prudence
margin in IFRS/BEGAAP reserves
should be much higher than possible
adjustment for ENID’s.

The overall risk margin (RM) is
calculated based on a projection of all
future SCRs necessary to support the
(re)insurance obligations over the
lifetime thereof :

where:
>

CoC denotes the Cost-of-Capital
rate (6%)

>

SCR(t) denotes the Solvency
Capital Requirement after t years

>

r(t + 1) denotes the basic risk-free
interest rate for the maturity of t +
1 years

The simplification level 2 was applied
meaning the simplified projection of
future SCR’s as described in Method 1
in point 1.114. of EIOPA’s “Guidelines
on the valuation of technical
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Provisions” (EIOPA-BoS-14/166). The
future SCR is calculated with the
approximation of the individual risks or
sub-risks within some or all modules
and sub-modules to be used for
the calculation of future Solvency
Capital Requirements as referred to
in Article 58(a) of Commission
Delegated Regulation 2015/35.
The calculation takes into account the
future development of best estimates
and current observed SCR in order to
calculate the future SCR (t).

D.2.1.

Homogeneous risk groups

To achieve an accurate valuation of technical provisions and avoid introducing distortions, which
might arise from combining dissimilar business, Credendo XS’s (re)insurance obligations are
segmented into homogeneous risk groups. As a monoline non-life insurance group, segmentation is
facilitated as there is no need to unbundle insurance policies into life and non-life parts or into various
business lines. The segmentation is applied both to gross premium provisions and gross claims
provisions.
Credendo XS’s underwritten risks portfolio is segregated into five homogeneous risk groups:
> Credit insurance
> Suretyship – individual business
> Suretyship – SME business
> Suretyship – MGA business
> Captive business
D.2.2. Premium provisions
The premium provisions at the valuation date include the valuation of all recognized obligations within
the boundary of the (re)insurance contracts, for all exposure to future claims events, where cover has
incepted prior to the valuation date.
> The best estimate BE for the premium provisions is calculated according to the following
simplification based on an estimate of the combined ratio CR per homogenous risk group:
BE = CR*VM+ (CR-1)*PVFP + AER*PVFP.
The above formula is rewritten in the more details to the level of the specific flows (premium,
acquisition expenses, NCB and profit sharing, claims, claims handling expenses, recoveries and
other expenses). The specific ratios per homogenous risk group are applied.
The future cash-flows, derived from a payout pattern based on chain ladder projection of a
respective triangle, have been discounted with the EIOPA yields curve. The latter impact however
is negligible.
> The used parameters are calibrated on current as well as expected for the future rates and
compare against experience what should reduce significantly the level of uncertainty associated
with the best estimate premium provisions for solvency purposes.
D.2.3. Claims provisions
Provisions for claims outstanding relate to the cash-flows in respect of claims events occurring before
or at the valuation date, whether the claims arising from those events have been reported or not. The
cash-flows projected comprise all future claims payments and include all claims management and
claims administration expenses.
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> Credit insurance
The best estimate provision for claims incurred but not yet settled is estimated based on the chain
ladder methodology, assuming that the claims development patterns seen in the past will be
appropriate for the future.
The data used for the incurred loss development method are defined as the sum of cumulative
underwriting year paid losses plus underwriting year RBNS claims reserves. Age-to-age or
development or link factors track the yearly changes in incurred losses on historical claims since
2005. This statistical series is considered long enough to allow the use of the chain ladder
methodology. The development factors are reviewed (and if needed adjusted) to avoid atypical
patterns. The average factors (weighted by incurred loss volume) are then used to project incurred
losses into the future and estimate ultimate losses. This is accomplished by multiplying the
incurred losses for each underwriting year as of a given accounting date by the appropriate factor.
Due to slower development at the beginning of the pattern, the above method is not used for the
latest year. For the latest underwriting period the ratio, based approach is used: estimated LR
times the premium earned.
The undiscounted best estimate of the projected ultimate losses and the claims handling expenses
provisions are then discounted using the related EIOPA yield curves and the information about the
original currency of the provision.
> The best estimate incurred claims provisions for the suretyship and captive business equal the
IFRS/BEGAAP RBNS claims provisions.
> The best estimate provision for claims handling expenses equals the amount in the BEGAAP
accounts.
> As said in C.1.1b, the estimation of the ultimate liability arising from claims is Credendo XS’s most
critical accounting estimate. The claims development triangles in Annex V provide a measure of
the Company’s ability to estimate the ultimate value of claims. However, as Credendo XS mainly
deals with short-term business, the gravity of the claims provisions is situated within the one or two
following years, after which the development flattens. Parameter & modeling uncertainty for
technical provisions is further reduced by lodging responsibility for provisions valuation
methodology and its maintenance with the actuarial function. Quarterly boni-mali analyses backtest the methods used for claims provisions against accounting data and guarantee the reliability of
the methods chosen.
D.2.4. Risk margin
The calculation of the risk margin assumes that the whole portfolio of (re)insurance obligations is
taken over by another (re)insurance undertaking (the reference undertaking). The Solvency Capital
Requirement of that reference undertaking captures the underwriting risk with respect to the
transferred business, market risk if it is material, credit risk with respect to reinsurance contracts,
intermediaries, policyholders and any other material exposures which are closely related to the
(re)insurance obligations, and operational risk. There is no loss-absorbing capacity of technical
provisions and deferred taxes and no future management actions assumed.
Credendo XS’s risk margin has been calculated from projecting all future SCRs necessary to support
the (re)insurance obligations over the lifetime thereof and without taking renewals and future business
into account. The simplification level 2 was applied meaning the simplified projection of future SCR’s
as described in Method 1 in point 1.114. of EIOPA’s “Guidelines on the valuation of technical
Provisions” (EIOPA-BoS-14/166). The future SCR is calculated with the approximation of the
individual risks or sub-risks within some or all modules and sub-modules to be used for the
calculation of future Solvency Capital Requirements as referred to in Article 58(a) of
Commission Delegated Regulation 2015/35.The calculation takes into account the future
development of best estimates and current observed SCR in order to calculate the future SCR(t).
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D.2.5. Other information

The matching adjustment (as referred to in Article 77b of Directive 2009/138/EC) is not applied by the
Company.
The volatility adjustment (as referred to in Article 77d of Directive 2009/138/EC) is not used by the
Company.
The transitional risk-free interest rate-term structure (as referred to Article 308c of Directive
2009/138/EC) is not applied by the Company.
The transitional deduction (as referred to in Article 308d of Directive 2009/138/EC) is not applied by
the Company.

D.3. Other liabilities
The value for material classes of other liabilities and quantitative differences according to the IFRS
financial statements and Solvency II balance sheet are as follows:

Major differences in the above table between Solvency II and IFRS values for Credendo XS,
explaining a substantially higher total liabilities value in the latter statements, relate to:
> Technical provisions: the Solvency II best estimate is lowered with the expected profits on future
premiums as well as some profit released from IFRS/BEGAAP UPR.
The evolution over the reporting period seems quite stable with the decrease of insurance payables
due to lowering of the cash deposit received from the bonding client.
The following table describes the valuation bases, methods and main assumptions used for the
valuation for solvency purposes and those used for their valuation in financial statements.
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OTHER LIABILITIES

Provisions other than
technical provisions

Pension benefit obligations
Deposits from reinsurers

IFRS financial statements
IAS 37
The amount recognised is the
best estimate of the expenditure
required to settle the present
obligation at the balance sheet
date. The best estimate is the
amount an entity would rationally
pay to settle the obligation or to
transfer it to a third party at the
balance sheet date.
IAS 19
IAS 39
IAS 12
A deferred tax liability should be
recognised for all taxable
temporary differences

Deferred tax liabilities

Payables
Any other liabilities, not
elsewhere shown

IAS 39
Measured at amortised cost
IAS
Other liabilities differ from
payables as they arise from noninsurance-related activities.

Solvency II balance sheet
Idem

Idem
Idem
Other than the carry forward of
unused tax credits and the carry
forward of unused tax losses,
include deferred taxes based on
the difference between the
values ascribed to assets and
liabilities in the Solvency II
balance sheet and the values
ascribed to the same assets and
liabilities for tax purposes
Idem
Idem

Credendo XS has no financial liabilities and, thus, explaining valuation differences between the
Solvency II balance sheet and the general purpose financial statements from the impact of (changes
in) its own credit risk is not applicable.
D.3.1. Provisions other than technical provisions
Accounting provisions other than technical provisions (and contingent liabilities) are measured at the
present value of the expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligation using a pre-tax rate
that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the
obligation.
The amounts recognized in the financial statements (1.3 mio EUR) relate to Credendo XS provisions
for litigation or legal claims. Credendo XS, like all other insurers, is subjected to litigation in the normal
course of its business.
D.3.2. Employee & termination benefits

Short-term employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits represent accruals for bonuses, social security charges and holiday
pay. Credendo XS recognises a liability and an expense for bonuses. Credendo XS recognises a
provision where contractually obliged or where there is a past practice that has created a constructive
obligation.
Post-employment benefits: pension obligations
Credendo XS operates a defined contribution plan.
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A defined contribution plan is a pension plan under which the employer pays fixed contributions
per employee into a separate fund. The employer has no legal or constructive obligations to pay
further contributions if the fund does not hold sufficient assets to pay all employees the benefits
they are entitled to under the existing schemes. However, because of the Belgian legislation
applicable to 2nd pillar pension plans, all Belgian defined contribution plans have to be
considered under IFRS as defined benefit plans.9

The pension obligations are valuated according to the accounting standard ‘IAS19R’. This valuation
was outsourced to Nexyan (Actuaries & Benefit Consultants). Based on the ‘project unit credit’
method, the result shows a net defined liability that is not material as per 31/12/2018.
Past-service costs whether vested or unvested are recognized immediately in the income statement.
Other long-term benefits
No other long-term employee benefits are granted to Credendo XS employees.
Termination benefits
No termination benefits are granted to Credendo XS employees.
D.3.3. Deferred tax liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities in the Solvency II balance sheet arise from:
> Bonds market valuation: DTL of 0.002 mio EUR
> SII valuations of gross technical provisions, calculated as the sum of best estimate provisions and
a risk margin, that are lower than the IFRS technical provisions : DTL of 1.4 mio EUR
> Tax-profit carried forward: DTL of 0.2 mio EUR
However as the calculated DTA is higher than calculated DTL the resulting net amount is shown
under DTA position in SII balance sheet.
D.3.4. Reinsurance payables
No change in valuation compared to IFRS.

D.4. Alternative methods for valuation
Credendo XS’s use of quoted market prices is based on the criteria for active markets, as defined in
international accounting standards adopted by the Commission in accordance with Regulation (EC)
No 1606/2002. As these alternative criteria are satisfied, no alternative valuation methods are used.

D.5. Any other information
Other material information regarding the valuation of assets and liabilities for solvency purposes
concerns:
D.5.1. Assumptions on future management actions & policyholder behavior
No assumptions about future management actions or about policyholder behavior have been made
for the valuation of assets and liabilities, including technical provisions.
D.5.2. Governance on valuation of assets & liabilities
9

The legislation states that in the context of defined contribution plans, the employer must guarantee a minimum return of 3.75% on employee contributions and 3.25%
on employer contributions. This minimum was applicable until 31/12/2015. Due to the significative decrease of the interest rates on the financial market, the new
guarantee for minimum return was lowered to 1,75% as from 1 January 2016 (on employer’s contributions as well as on employee’s contributions).Because of this
minimum guaranteed return for defined contributions plans in Belgium, the employer is exposed to a financial risk (there is a legal obligation to pay further contributions if
the fund does not hold sufficient assets to pay all employee benefits relating to employee service in the current and prior periods). Therefore all pension plans operated by
Credendo are accounted for as defined benefit plans under IFRS.
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The Company’s Board of Directors has approved the policy on the Solvency II valuation of assets and
liabilities as to ensure that valuation is compliant with Article 75 of Directive 2009/138/EC. That policy
covers the process of valuation, including:
> the description and need for documentation of the relevant models, and the sources of information
to be used
> the need for adequately documenting the valuation process and related controls
> a description of the control procedures for data quality
> the description and definition of roles and responsibilities of the personnel involved with the
valuation
> the independent valuation or verification of the value of material assets and liabilities.
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E. Capital Management
E.1. Own funds
E.1.1. Own funds management framework
Own funds are managed as to optimize the mix of available resources, taking into account that capital
requirements are to be covered by own funds but also that different metrics are applied according to
regulatory, rating agency or shareholders’ view. The own funds management aims to maximize
available resources that provide full absorption of losses on a going-concern basis.
The capital planning strategy aligns the internal capital demand (based on projections of capital
requirements taking account of the risk appetite and longer-term business strategy) and the internal
capital supply (own funds) over the business-planning period, identifying possible needs to raise
additional resources:
> To capture changes in the risk profile that may affect future capital requirements (capital planning
horizon includes minimum 3 years)
> Capital requirements are projected according to the risk-based capital concepts used in the risk
appetite framework for defining the overall risk tolerance
> Capital planning includes projection of the expected development of own funds over the planning
period (including changes in structure and quality and the need to raise new own funds)
> The ORSA processes include testing sensitivity to the assumptions used in the business plan by
subjecting identified risks to a sufficiently wide range of stress tests, reverse stress tests as well as
scenario analyses. The ORSA report includes a contingency plan if stress testing points to capital
inadequacy under adverse circumstances occurring with realistic frequency. The contingency plan
outlines how the Company might respond in the result of a stressed situation, especially what
relevant compensating measures and offsetting actions it could realistically take to restore or
improve capital adequacy, and the ability to raise own funds of an appropriate quality in an
appropriate timescale to ensure that capital requirements can be met.
Optimizing capital management includes assessing whether to retain or transfer risks, taking the
projection of capital required into account. The risks transferred especially relate to underwriting risk
while the risk transfer takes the form of reinsurance where a portion of the risks assumed is ceded to
other insurers. The reinsurance program should support the business objectives and strategies and
help to mitigate risk, identifying the level of risk transfer appropriate to the approach to risk and
defined risk limits (i.c. established risk tolerances and maximum net risk to be retained) and taking
into consideration the risk appetite framework and the availability and cost of reinsurance.
Capital management discipline is enforced by an effective monitoring process on a quarterly basis of
the Solvency II capital adequacy and other key indicators related to the risk appetite framework.
Reviewing the reinsurance strategy is part of the annual review of the business strategy (i.e. business
plan). That review is underpinned by the assessment of whether the existing reinsurance program
and reinsurance counterparties continue to provide adequate, appropriate and secured risk transfer –
without gaps resulting in more risks being retained than intended – and of the impact of likely adverse
events through stress testing and scenario analysis to ensure that the catastrophe reinsurance cover
can be relied upon to reduce the impact to a magnitude that will not threaten viability.
E.1.2. Structure & quality of own funds
Annex VI details the structure and quality of Credendo XS’s own funds at end 2018. The
reconciliation reserve is uniquely determined by the excess of assets over liabilities from valuation
differences vis-à-vis the BEGAAP financial statements.
The following table includes the valuation differences vis-à-vis the BEGAAP financial statements:
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Key elements of the reconciliation reserve concern the valuation differences mentioned in Chapter D,
especially:
> Solvency II technical provisions calculated as a sum of best estimates and risk margin. The best
estimates include the expected profits on future premiums as well as some profit released from
BEGAAP UPR.
> Solvency II reinsurance recoverables based on best estimate technical provisions and adjusted for
expected losses due to counterparty default. The Solvency II amounts include the ceded part of
expected profits on future premiums as well as some profit released from BEGAAP UPR.
> And vis-à-vis BEGAAP :
– The rewinding of the BEGAAP provision for equalization and catastrophe
– The market valuation of financial instruments
– The value of intangible assets is set to zero
The evolution over the reporting period is stable with main movements observed for:
– Reconciliation reserve – increased mainly due to the higher impact of expected profits
recognized for future premium and the increase of BEGAAP equalization reserve
– Deferred tax assets – decrease mainly due to the decrease of tax loss/profit carried forward
DTA
Credendo XS has no capital instruments issued as (subordinated) debt and does not hold own
shares. Apart from the net deferred tax assets (DTAs), all own fund items are classified in Tier 1 as all
items are undated, permanently available to absorb losses and completely subordinated. Net deferred
tax assets are recognized as Solvency II Tier 3 own funds and eligible to cover capital requirements
up to 15 % of the Solvency Capital Requirement. As the latter condition is fulfilled and as there are no
restrictions on the Tier 1 items taken into account, all funds available are eligible for covering the
regulatory capital requirements of the Company.
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E.2. Solvency Capital Requirement and Minimum Capital Requirement
Annex VII includes the amounts of the Solvency Capital Requirement as calculated by the standard
formula and split by risk modules, as well as of the Minimum Capital Requirement. At the end of 2018,
the (final amount of the) Solvency Capital Requirement and the Minimum Capital Requirement for
Credendo XS amounted to:

The solvency ratio, calculated as eligible own funds as a percentage of the SCR, amounts to 139 %.
No undertaking-specific parameters have been used for the standard formula parameters. No
simplified calculations have been used for the risk- and sub-modules of the standard formula.
The evolution over the reporting period shows increase of both NL SCR and CDR SCR with the main
driver being the increase of the volume of the business.
The MCR equals the floor set at 25 % of the SCR amount as that result is higher than the linear
Minimum Capital Requirement component calculated for non-life insurance and reinsurance
obligations:
, where
> TP(nl,s) denotes the technical provisions without a risk margin for non-life insurance and
reinsurance obligations in the segment credit and suretyship insurance after deduction of the
amounts recoverable from reinsurance contracts and special purpose vehicles, with a floor equal
to zero
> Ps denotes the premiums written for insurance and reinsurance obligations in the segment credit
and suretyship insurance during the last 12 months, after deduction of premiums for reinsurance
contracts, with a floor equal to zero
> the factors αs and βs are set for the segment credit and suretyship insurance at the level of:
α=17.7%; β=11.3%)
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E.3. Use of the duration-based equity risk sub-module in the calculation of the
SCR
Being a non-life insurer, Credendo XS is not using the duration-based equity risk sub-module for the
calculation of its Solvency Capital Requirement.

E.4. Differences between the standard formula and any internal model used
No (partial) internal model is used by Credendo XS to calculate the Solvency Capital Requirement.

E.5. Non-compliance with the MCR and significant non-compliance with the
SCR
Credendo XS has not experienced any non-compliance with either the Minimum Capital Requirement
or Solvency Capital Requirement during 2018 or previous reporting periods (since such calculations
have been made). According to its business plan, there is no reasonably foreseeable risk of noncompliance with the Minimum or Solvency Capital Requirement.

E.6. Any other information
There is no other material information regarding Credendo XS’s capital management which should be
included than the one already described.
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Annexes
These Annexes contain the templates that need to be disclosed as part of the SFCR. However, the
following templates have not been included as they are empty or not-relevant for Credendo XS:
> template S.12.01.02 specifying information on the technical provisions relating to life insurance and
health insurance pursued on a similar technical basis to that of life insurance (‘health SLT’);
> template S.22.01.21, specifying information on the impact of the long term guarantee and
transitional measures;
> template S.25.02.21 specifying information on the Solvency Capital Requirement calculated using
the standard formula and a partial internal model;
> template S.25.03.21 specifying information on the Solvency Capital Requirement calculated using
a full internal model;
> template S.28.02.01 specifying the Minimum Capital Requirement for insurance undertakings
engaged in both life and non-life insurance activity.
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ANNEX I Balance sheet using the valuation in accordance with Article 75 of
Directive 2009/138/EC (S.02.01.02)
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ANNEX II Premiums, claims and expenses (template S.05.01.02)
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ANNEX III Premiums, claims and expenses by country (template S.05.02.01)
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ANNEX IV Non-life technical provisions (template S.17.01.02)
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ANNEX V Non-life insurance claims in the format of development triangles
(template S.19.01.21)
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ANNEX VI Own funds (template S.23.01.01)
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ANNEX VII Solvency Capital Requirement calculated using the standard
formula (template S.25.01.21)
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ANNEX VIII Minimum Capital Requirement for insurance and reinsurance
undertakings engaged in only life or only non-life insurance or reinsurance
activity (template S.28.01.01)
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